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ABSTRACT 

Even though archaeology is an expanding field in Korea attempts at 

reconstructing subsistence strategies in the Neolithic and Bronze Age are few (e.g. 

Sample 1974; An 1991a). Research directed towards explaining change in subsistence 

patterns are even fewer. The attempt is made here, through faunal analysis, to address the 

latter question. There is unambiguous variation in subsistence strategies in the Korean 

Neolithic and Bronze Age. During the former cultural stage, inhabitants relied heavily on 

wild game and fish, but by the Bronze Age subsistence shifted towards rice agriculture. 

The site of Konam-ri, located off the west coast of the Korean Peninsula, contains 

both Neolithic (ca. 1,500 B.C.) and Bronze Age (800-500 B.C.) occupations. Based on 

comparative study, the faunal remains associated with the two occupations suggests the 

subsistence strategies differed markedly. It is argued in this thesis that increasing 

population pressure may have been the causal factor leading to the change in subsistence. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 

There is ample evidence in the archaeological record that suggests after millions 

of years of foraging adaptation, hominids did not suddenly embrace an agricultural way of 

life as soon as farming was invented (Binford 1983; Cohen 1977; Yesner 1980,1994). In 

other words, they did not change their fishing-hunting-gathering lifestyle to till the land 

simply because they "finally realized a good thing." Hayden (1990:34-35) probably 

articulates it best when he states; 

...it is nevertheless evident that during 2 million years of generalized 

hunter/gatherers adaptation, those strategies did not change signiHcantly. 

Whatever the mechanism, it appears that in the face of repeated natural resource 

fluctuations of major and minor magnitudes, and of short and long duration, bands 

consistently chose to move out, curtail their numbers, fight with neighbors, or risk 

starvation rather than begin to produce food. 

Ethnographic research suggests agriculture is more labor intensive than fishing, 

hunting, and/or gathering (i.e. average hours spent woiidng/day) (Cohen 1977:32-34). 

However, in smdies analyzing the return rates of various subsistence strategies, it appears 

that fishing offers one of the highest yields in terms of calories/hour and protein (Yesner 

1980). Perlman (1976: cited in Yesner 1980:733) found that fishing can yield up to 5,000 

kcal/hr, which is greater than returns from terrestrial mammal hunting (up to 4,000 

kcalThr). His study also argues that if protein is examined instead of calories, the 

potential return from fishing may fall in the range of yields produced by intensive 

agriculture (Perlman 1976: cited in Yesner 1980:733). 
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Assuming this is true, why would people decide to practice a more labor intensive 

method of subsistence (i.e. agriculture)? In other words, there must be a reason for the 

change from subsistence strategies that focus on fish and wild game to those that rely 

more heavily on agriculture. Hayden (1990:35) argues that "a major change in some 

other aspect of the hunter/gatherer environment or culture must be invoked to explain the 

switch to food production strategies." Population pressure could be one of the major 

reasons for this change in subsistence (Cohen 1977,1981, 1985). 

Without population pressure and unpredictable, severe depressions in the 

subsistence base, individuals that invest labor in planting a wild resource or caring 

for captured animals would be wasting their time: there would be no selective 

advantage to planting and herding (Redding 1988:80). 

Once population growth is initiated, pressure on resources may stimulate 

technological change in the direction of manipulation of and improvement of wild 

grains, a process that sets man on the road to agriculture (Lee 1972:342) 

Population pressure as a cause for the advent of agriculture cannot be universally applied 

(e.g. see Flannery's [1973, 1976, 1986] research on the origins of maize cultivation in 

Mexico); however, it is proposed that it works with the Korean data. 

Konam*ri, Korea 

The era when pottery and villages with semi-subterranean dwellings make their 

appearance in Korea is often called neolithic. An agricultural subsistence base is 

not necessarily implied by writers who use this term, as there is no conclusive 

evidence of domesticated plants and/or animals at the beginning of this stage 

(Nelson 1993:58). 
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Why did the west coast sedentary Neolithic Korean inhabitants change from 

relying primarily on wild game and Hsh, to a subsistence pattern, that by the beginning of 

the Bronze Age, appears to have depended more heavily on agriculture? This question 

has yet to receive a great deal of attention in Korea (Barnes 1993). Even though millet 

(Setaria sp.) cultivation is said to have begun in the Korean Neolithic (ca. 5,000 BP -

4,000 BP), it is only seen as complementing a diet that consisted predominantly of 

hunted, Hshed, and gathered resources (Nelson 1982, 1993; Rhee and Choi 1992). Many 

archaeologists working in this region ask only the questions "when" did rice agriculture 

begin and "how" did it come to Korea (e.g. Choe 1982, Heu 1991; Im 1992; Kim 1986, 

Nelson 1992; Non 1992; Ro 1992; Shim 1991), but here, the processual "why" is 

examined. As discussed above, people do not usually just "begin" depending more 

heavily on agriculmre; there is usually a good reason for it. 

Konam-ri is a shell midden site located off the west coast of the Korean 

Peninsula. It can be considered a middle latitude locality whose inhabitants appear to be 

sedentary. There is clear proof of Neolithic and Bronze Age occupations (based on 

artifactual materials; Kim and So 1995). The Neolithic middens date from 3150 +/-2(X) 

BP to 4150 +/- 250 BP which falls within the Korean Late Neolithic (An 1991a:225). 

The Bronze Age middens have been radiocarbon dated to the 8th-5th century B.C. (An 

1991a). Analysis of the faunal remains from both cultural periods appear to differ 

markedly. During the Neolithic there was a heavy dependence on fish and wild game and 

in the Bronze Age a shift towards relying more heavily on rice agriculture. The latter 

subsistence strategy is based on research by An (1991a, b). 
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Analytical approach 

Cohen (1977:4) and others (e.g. Binford 1968; Flannery 1973) justiHably note that 

the change from Hshing-hunting-gathering to agriculture should not be seen as an "event," 

but more as a "process." Accordingly, the change in subsistence between two sedentary 

Korean societies (Neolithic and Bronze Age) should not be seen as an event, but rather as 

a process. In this thesis, the question "why did rice agriculture take hold in Korea?" is 

addressed by formulating a model using parts of arguments by Butler (1990, 1993), 

Cohen (1977, 1981), Testart (1982), and others. 

Figure 1.1. HypotheVcal model of processes leading to 
dependence on rice agrnulture in Korea. 

Stage Process 

6 Agriculture 

t 
5 Outmigration/diversificaticn of resource base 

T 
4 Overexploitation/diminishing returns 

T 
3 Intensification of resource base 

T 
2 Population increase 

t 
1 Sedentarism/storage 

The model 

The model consists of six stages (see Figure 1.1). Stage one examines 

sedentarism and storage. In this thesis sedentarism is defined as year-round occupation. 

It does not necessarily have to mean that all inhabitants practiced residential stability 

throughout the year, but it does imply that the site was occupied year-round by at least 

some members of the group. Others use "semi-sedentary" to represent this type of 

residential strategy (e.g. Arnold 1996). In addition, the terms "sedentism" and 
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"sedentarism" are used interchangeably in this thesis, though some feel the latter 

designation may be more suitable (e.g. Testart 1982). 

The next level analyzes the effect of sedentarism and storage on population size. 

An increase in population could cause an intensiflcation of the food base (stage 3), which 

may result in overexploitation and/or diminishing returns of those resources (stage 4). 

The problems caused by stage four could be solved by outmigration and/or diversification 

of the food base (stage S). When outmigration becomes impossible, or impractical, stage 

six will be reached (agriculture). These stages should not be seen simply as events, but 

rather as points along a continuum. Some of these stages may not always be clear in the 

archaeological record. In some cases certain levels may be passed over or later stages 

may appear before earlier ones, particularly evident in stages 3-5 where a great deal of 

overlap may exist and be difRcult to distinguish in the archaeological record. This model 

is discussed in more detail below. 

Stage I: Sedentarism and storage 

...sedentism and large-scale storage imply each other: storage brings forth 

sedentarism, and sedentarism presupposes storage. Which historically precedes 

the other is a chicken-and-egg question (Testart 1982:524). 

Ames (1985:157) notes that hunter-gatherer groups at middle and high latitudes 

must rely on stored resources during periods of seasonal stress; usually from late winter to 

early spring. The reliance on cached products through this annual period serves to 

"smooth out temporal irregularities in resource production" (Cohen 1981:289; see also 

Renouf 1988). Testart (1982:524) asserts that storage has a double effect: it inhibits 

residential mobility and suppresses the need to move. Evidence of storage through 
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analysis of artifactual materials is often difficult to determine (Arnold 1996). However, 

Lyman (1991:90) lists at least six possible archaeological implications for storage: 

1) change in food preparation technology (e.g. more specialized tools and/or 

drying racks) 

2) storage facilities 

3) intrasite distribution of animal carcass parts more similar between consumption 

units 

4) intensive filleting of meat 

5) (social) wealth goods and exotic raw materials 

6) storable resource(s) available 

Evidence of all of these do not necessarily have to be found to indicate storage was 

utilized at a site. However, any combination of them does suggest that the inhabitants 

were storing at least some of their resources. 

It has been asserted that evidence of pottery (storage facility) is indicative of a 

greater degree of sedentarism (Testart 1982). Watanabe (1986) cites a number of points 

in using pottery as evidence for greater residential stability. For example, he asserts that 

the fragility of pottery can be seen as an effective check to frequent residential mobility 

(Watanabe 1986). He does note however, that exceptions do exist. For instance, the 

Nunamiut have been found to use pottery. However, they do not actually produce it 

themselves; rather they acquire it through trade with coastal sedentary peoples. In 

addition, the pottery the Nunamiut employ is not for daily use, but solely for ritual 

activities (Watanabe 1986). 

Not everyone believes the correlation between storage and sedentarism is that 

strong. For instance, Edwards (1989) has argued that storage does not necessarily imply 

sedentarism. An example that he uses is the Nunamiut, known mobile Alaskan hunter-
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gatherers, store excess meat in pits five meters deep in ice to protect it from other 

scavengers. The fact that the Nunamiut store meat in ice five meters deep may be the 

reason they are able to store resources and continue frequent residential mobility. As 

discussed below there is ample evidence for storage facilities (in the form of vessels) and 

sedentarism in Korea during the Neolithic (Nelson 1993; Rhee and Qioi 1992). 

Stage 2: Population growth 

Evidence suggests that sedentarism and storage will allow for population increase 

(Binford 1968; Cohen 1977, 1981, 1985; Lourandos 1983; Rafferty 1985; Renouf 1988; 

Yesner 1980, 1992, 1994). Testart (1982:525) states that "sedentarism triggers 

population increase and intensive food storage enables the population to stabilize at a 

higher level of density." 

There is a great deal of ethnographic fieldwork in Africa and Australia that has 

examined the effects of sedentarism on hunter-gatherers. Once a group of people become 

sedentary they are no longer bound by the same birth constraints that mobile hunter-

gatherers face (Lee 1972). Accordingly, groups that are less mobile have been found to 

have a greater percentage of children reaching the reproductive age, which usually results 

in an increase in population (Redding 1988:82; Renouf 1988:104). For instance, Lee 

(1972) found that the sedentary !Kung have increased population sizes for two major 

reasons: a decrease in the space between births and increased access to dairy products. 

The latter will lessen the child's dependence on mother's milk. This in turn will "permit 

an earlier resumption of the mother's ovulatory cycles, leading to earlier conception and a 

shorter birth interval" (Lee 1972:341). Both possibilities probably cannot be universally 

applied. For instance, dairy products are not seen as having played a major part of 
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subsistence in prehistoric Korea (Nelson 1993); accordingly, the Hrst factor may be more 

applicable to help explain the increase in population there. 

Stages 3-5: Intensification, overexploitation, and divers^cation 

If the procurement strategy remains unchanged, then an increase in population 

(caused by sedentarism and storage) could lead to intensiHcation of the resource base 

(Yesner 1980). Cohen (1977:50) justifiably asserts that population pressure may be 

"nothing more than an imbalance between a population, its choice of foods, and its work 

standards, which forces the population either to change its eating habits or to work 

harder." An intensification of the food base may cause a problem of overexploitation 

(Lourandos 1980; Yesner 1980), particularly if relying almost exclusively on fish and 

wild game for protein. For instance, if fish are subjected to intense procurement by 

predators, particularly humans, fewer pisciformes may return to the same location the 

following year (Colley 1990; Wheeler and Jones 1989). 

Overexploitation may evenmally lead to diminishing resource returns, which in 

turn could cause outmigration and/or a diversification of the subsistence base (Binford 

1983; Cohen 1981; Hayden 1990; Yesner 1980). Because of increasing regional 

population pressure, outmigration may become difficult, or even impossible, forcing the 

hunter-gatherer group to rely on secondary and tertiary food choices (Redding 1988:72). 

Even though the new resources potentially provide higher yields per unit land per unit 

time (e.g. rice agriculture), carrying out the new subsistence strategy may be more labor 

intensive (Redding 1988:72). 

At Konam-ri evidence suggests that the inhabitants were relying more heavily on 

agricultural products by the beginning of the Bronze Age, if not earlier. The major 

underlying reason(s) may be related to much of what was discussed above. 
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The dataset 

Faunal data from the Konam-ri excavations are employed to evaluate this model, 

with the focus on the Neolithic component. Even though shellHsh were abundant and are 

important to any faunal analysis dealing with coastal sites, due to time constraints these 

materials were not examined for this study. It is proposed here that evidence of 

differential processing of fish is suggestive of storage, which correlates strongly with the 

argument that Neolithic Koreans were sedentary. In other words, the ability to store (e.g. 

fish) intensively would have allowed the inhabitants to stay at the site even during periods 

of seasonal stress, which according to An (1991a), would have been late winter and early 

spring. Evidence of storage also assists in explaining the reason why Korean inhabitants 

were able to become sedentary before the advent of agriculture. Sedentarism and storage 

may have eventually led to an increase in population at Konam-ri, which in turn could 

have caused an intensification of the resource base. Intensification may have led to a 

problem of overexploitation which would have been followed by diminishing returns of 

an unreliable product (in this case, fish). This would have forced the inhabitants to 

gradually rely on a more labor intensive resource, but one that potentially produced 

greater yields per unit land per unit time (i.e. rice agriculture). 

Structure and organization 

This thesis is developed as follows. Ch£^)ter two covers Korean archaeology and 

is divided into three sections. The first component is a brief overview of Korean 

Neolithic and Bronze Age archaeological research. The second section discusses the 

Konam-ri environment and previous research that has been carried out there. The final 

part is an overview of the laboratory methods employed during the Konam-ri research. 
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Because zooarchaeological analysis receives relatively little attention in Korea vis-a-vis 

pottery and lithic studies the next two chj^ters deal almost exclusively with generalized 

zooarchaeological methodology. Chapter three is broken down into three parts. The Hrst 

section gives a brief overview of shell midden studies, from the mid-1800s up to the 

present, particularly because shellfish analysis is important to coastal archaeology. The 

second part discusses analysis of faunal remains from coastal sites, with particular 

reference to fish. The final component is a brief discussion of taphonomy, as it is 

necessary to determine the pre- and postdepositional processes that affected the site 

before carrying out zooarchaeological research. Chapter four is a review of the different 

counting units employed in the Konam-ri analysis. This chapter is necessary because it is 

important to understand how the zooarchaeological numbers are derived. A few of the 

associated problems with each of the counting units are also discussed. Chapter five is 

the Hrst part of the analysis and deals with the argument for storage of Hsh remains at 

Konam-ri. Chapter six is the second component of the faunal analysis, which is divided 

into two major sections: 1) analysis of the evidence for intensification and 

overexploitation; and 2) examination of variation in Neolithic and Bronze Age 

subsistence strategies. Chapter seven comprises discussion and conclusions drawn from 

this smdy. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

KOREAN ARCHAEOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first part briefly discusses 

archaeological research in Korea. As there are several English language surveys of 

Korean archaeology available (e.g. Kim, W.Y. 1986; Nelson 1993), only the Neolithic 

and Bronze Ages will be covered here. Discussion of the Korean Neolithic and Bronze 

Age is important because Korean archaeology in general is not well known. The second 

section describes present-day Konam-ri, its environment, and the history of 

archaeological research conducted there. The Hnal part of this chapter discusses the 

laboratory methods employed during this research, particularly work completed at the 

Hanyang University Museum in Seoul, Korea. 

Overview of Korean Neolithic and Bronze Age archaeological research 

Archaeological studies were first carried out in Korea by Ryuzo Torii during the 

Japanese occupation period (1910-1945) (Kim 1986; Sample 1974). It has been difficult 

carrying out archaeological fieldwork in Korea during the Japanese occupation period, 

directly after Korea regained her freedom, and even into the 1950s with the Korean 

Conflict, due mainly to political instability. As a result, modem Korean archaeology did 

not really begin until the 1960s with the work of Kim Won Yong (for a compilation of his 

work see Kim 1986). Since that time though, much work has been done in the field of 

Neolitiiic and Bronze Age archaeological studies (Nelson 1993; Shin 1994:17). 
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Korean Neolithic 

The term "Neolithic" does not necessarily imply the advent of agriculture, only the 

introduction of Chulmun ware (Nelson 1993). Current arguments place the beginning of 

the Neolithic at around 6,000 B.C. with one of the earliest sites being located at Osan-ri 

and the end of the period around 2,000 B.C. (An 1991a; Ro 1992). There are many 

problems with the chronology of the Korean Neolithic (and Bronze Age), and the 

beginning and ending dates are subject to change depending on the whim of the 

archaeologist (S. Nelson, personal communication 1996; see also Rhee and Choi 1992). 

Chulmun ware is characterized by incised vessels with geometric patterns 

decorating the exterior (Kim 1986; Nelson 1982a). This type of ware is usually found 

without appendages. The majority of Chulmun vessels are "conical, with pointed bases, 

no necks, and uncurved rims" (Nelson 1993:101). Kim (1986:80) finds that Chulmun 

ware is usually decorated with "three horizontal tiers of linear designs done by stamping, 

incising, scratching, or dragging techniques." Nelson (1993:59) asserts that the term 

"Chulmun" should not only represent the pottery type found at this time, but should also 

be seen as a "general term covering the 4,000 years of settled villages in Korea, analogous 

to the use of the term 'Jomon' in Japan." Similarities can be seen in pottery types from 

other areas of East Asia (e.g. Japan, Manchuria, Siberia) coeval with the development of 

Chulmun ware in Korea (Nelson 1995; Xu 1995). 

Neolithic sites have been found to be located in groups along coasts and 

riverbanks and these have been interpreted to represent sedentary villages (Nelson 1993; 

Rhee and Choi 1992). Sites are not located in a continuous distribution along the coasts, 

but are found bunched together, with relatively long empty areas in between where no 

sites have been discovered. Evidence of Neolithic dwellings have been uncovered at a 

number of localities throughout Korea. Representative sites include Kungsan-ri, 
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Namkyong, Sopohang, and Sejuk-ri in North Korea and Amsadong, Osan-ri, and 

Tongsamdong in South Korea (An 1991a:34; Sample 1974). During the early stages of 

the Neolithic dwellings are semi-subterranean, circular and roughly IS m^, while 

dwellings from later phases having a tendency to be more square-shaped or rectangular 

and about 20-30 m^ (An 1991a:34). Centrally placed hearths have been found in these 

dwellings, along with what have been interpreted as storage pits. In addition, Chulmun 

vessels have sometimes been found in groups of eight to ten, partially submerged in the 

ground; these have been interpreted to be storage areas (An 1991a; Nelson 1975, 1982b, 

1992, 1993). These semi-subterranean houses, with central hearths and storage areas 

have been postulated to be indicative of sedentism (Nelson 1975,1993). 

Stone artifacts during the Neolithic have been found to be more often chipped 

than ground, though some ground stone axes have been discovered. The stone projectile 

points are usually triangular with concave bases. Grinding stones are common at most 

sites. Reaping and other types of agricultural stone tools have been found, but are 

uncommon during this period (Nelson 1982a: 114,1993:99-100). 

The subsistence patterns of Neolithic peoples of the Korean Peninsula have been 

termed "broad spectram" in that they apparently relied on a little bit of everything, 

obtained through hunting, fishing, and collecting activities (Nelson 1982a). Millet 

agriculture appears for the first time during the latter stage of the Neolithic (An 1991a; 

Rhee and Choi 1992). Evidence of charred millet and farming implements (e.g. stone 

sickles), have been uncovered at Chit^ri and Namkyong in North Korea (Rhee and Choi 

1992:58). Even though evidence of plant cultivation first appears during the Neolithic it 

is seen as having slowly been added to a hunter-fisher-gatherer subsistence strategy 

(Nelson 1993). 
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The Neolithic site that has probably received the most attention in the Korean 

archaeological literature is Tongsamdong. The site is located on the south coast of the 

Korean Peninsula, close to the port city of Pusan. This site was originally excavated 

during the 1960s by L.L. Sample and A. Mohr (Sample 1974; Sample & Mohr 1964). 

Tongsamdong has received a great deal of recognition not only for its many different 

types of Chulmun vessels (Sample found at least 19 pottery types in her analysis), but 

also because of evidence of extensive faunal remains (An 1994; Nelson 1993; Sample 

1974; Shin 1994). In addition to abundant terrestrial animal detritus (e.g. deer and wild 

pig), the presence of large sea mammals (e.g. sea lion) and many types of large fish (e.g. 

shark and sea bream) is indicative of extensive deep sea Hshing (An 1994; Shin 1994). 

Tongsamdong is coeval with coastal sites in J<^an with evidence for similar subsistence 

strategies. Even though Neolithic sites along the west coast of the Korean Peninsula 

usually lack great quantities of animal remains, extensive faunal detritus found at 

Tongsamdong has led many Korean archaeologists to ponder why there appears to be a 

difference in the subsistence patterns of coastal peoples along the southern and western 

coasts (An 1991a). 

Bronze Age 

Around 1,(X)0 B.C. a new type of pottery (Mumun) replaces Qiulmun varieties. 

The Korean Bronze Age can be roughly dated from 1,0(X) B.C. to 300 B.C. (Nelson 1993; 

Ro 1992). The beginning of the Bronze Age, however, does not correspond with the 

introduction of bronze itself, as bronze tools appear to have lagged behind the 

development of Mumun ware by as much as 1,(XX) years (Nelson in press). Bronze 

production is seen as being related to that from the Liaodong Peninsula of north China, as 

the Liaodong dagger has been uncovered in Korea (e.g. at Songgukni) (An 199la:37). 
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This type of dagger was first discovered in the Liaodong Peninsula, from where it 

received its name. 

Mumun or "plainware" has very limited decorations (An 1991a:36). Nelson 

(1993:117) notes that Mumun ware is easily distinguishable from its predecessor in other 

ways besides its lack of decoration. For instance, she notes that there are di^erences in 

thickness, paste, and temper. Mumun ware often contain a coarser temper, resulting in 

thicker walls. Mumun vessels usually have flat bases and sometimes are found with 

appendages (Nelson 1982a: 109). Nelson (1993:117) does note however that variation 

exists in Mumun ware. For instance, Mumun vessels with painted designs and incising 

have been uncovered. 

Mumun settlements have been found almost exclusively in inland areas and at 

higher elevations, in distinct contrast to Neolithic sites, which are found almost 

exclusively along coasts and riverbanks (An 1991a; Barnes 1993:160-161; Nelson 1993). 

Bronze Age settlements appear to be larger than Neolithic ones, both in terms of number 

of dwellings and site area. Dwellings, though still semi-subterranean, are both 

rectangular and circular and have a tendency to be slightly larger than those found in the 

Neolithic. Hearths are still found inside the dwellings, but are now assymetrically 

located. In addition, many Mumun dwellings have two or more hearths. Storage pits are 

often found within the dwellings themselves (An 1991a; Nelson 1993). 

Toward the end of the Bronze Age new burial forms appear in Korea. These new 

burials have been referred to as stone cists and dolmens, though no correlation with 

European dolmens has been found. B.M. Kim (1981) has postulated that the rise of 

dolmens in Korea is indigenous to the Korean Peninsula, as this is the area where the 

greatest concentration of dolmens in East Asia can be found. It has been estimated that 

over 100,0(X) dolmens were erected in Korea (Nelson 1993). 
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Lithic toolkits appear to show little continuity between the Neolithic and Bronze 

Age. For instance, at the majority of Chulmun sites stone tools were mainly chipped, but 

polished stone tools are ubiquituous in Mumun villages. In addition, the stone tool kits 

suggest that they were designed for carrying out agricultural activities (Nelson 1993:144). 

The major new stone tool type found during the Bronze Age is the semi-lunar polished 

stone knife with two holes (An 1991a; Kim 1986; Nelson 1993, in press). It has been 

argued to be strongly correlated with the introduction of rice agriculture from the north 

(Nelson 1993): that is, when evidence of rice is found, semi-lunar knives are usually 

found not too far away. Grinding stones and weights for digging sticks are also very 

common in many Bronze Age sites. 

It is clear that by the Bronze Age rice agriculture had become well established in 

Korea and the locations of the settlements indicate that there was less reliance on wild 

game, particularly that which could be procured from the sea. Living further inland 

probably hindered procurement of coastal resources (e.g. Hsh). Rice unequivocally 

appears for the first time during this period. Rice is not indigenous to the Korean 

Peninsula and probably came from the north (Choe 1982; Nelson 1993, in press). 

Charred rice has been uncovered from a number of sites dating to this time period. 

Nelson (in press) sees a direct correlation between Mumun ware and the advent of rice 

agriculture, as rice remains have been found on the bottom of some Mumun vessels. 

Discussion 

It is clear from this brief discussion of the Korean Neolithic and Bronze Age that 

differences exist in almost every aspect of life. Even though over 90 shell middens have 

been discovered in Korea (Han 1993:5), the broader importance of Konam-ri is that no 

other shell midden site having both Neolithic and Bronze Age cultural components has 
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been found. Because both Neolithic and Bronze Age remains were uncovered at Konam-

ri, a comparative analysis of the faunal remains was feasible. As discussed above, it is 

clear that there was a much heavier dependence on agricultural resources in the Bronze 

Age than in the Neolithic. 

Konam-ri, Aninyundo Today 

Anmyundo is an island located just off the central-west coast of the Korean 

Peninsula between latitudes 36^247^ and 36^37?^ and longitudes of 126®10'E and 

126®27'E (Kim & Shim 1990:13) (see Figures 2.1 for general location of Korea in its East 

Asian setting and of Konam-ri, Anmyundo). Anmyundo is the sixth largest island off the 

Korean Peninsula. It was originally a small peninsula that became a man-made island 

during the seventeenth century (An 1991a:43). The island was cut off from the rest of the 

Korean Peninsula until 1970 when a bridge was constructed connecting the two (Kim 

1983:19). Anmyundo is roughly 89.6 km^, 6 km wide, and 22 km long (An 1991a:43-

44). The island has a rugged topography, although 60% of it is less than SOm above sea 

level (Kim & Shim 1990:13). The average annual precipitation is roughly 1100mm and 

the present vegetation consists predominantly of Pinus and Quercus forests (An 

1991a:44-45). Even though Anmyundo has a coastline of more than 181 km, over 75% 

of the present economy is devoted to fanning (An 1991a:45; Kim & Shim 1990). 

The shell middens are located at Konam-ri, a small village located on the southern 

part of Anmyundo. Due to historic land reclamation the present coast is located roughly 

two kilometers from the site, but during the Neolithic/Bronze Age occupation periods the 

sea level came directly up to the midden (An 1991a). The site is currently located dkectly 
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under an agricultural field and one has only to dig about fifty centimeters before 

uncovering cultural materials. 

Previous research at Konam-ri 

A total of thirteen shell middens were discovered during site surveys in this area 

carried out by the Hanyang University archaeology team led by Kim Byongmo (Kim 

1983). At Konam-ri, initial excavations took place in 1988 and 1989 and since then a 

total of five more research projects have been carried out (Kim & An 1990; Kim et al. 

1993; Kim & So 1995). The seventh and final excavation took place during the summer 

of 1996. 

The shell middens from Konam-ri span the Late Neolithic and Bronze Age. The 

Late Neolithic middens yielded Chulmun ceramics, and Mumun ware was uncovered in 

the Bronze Age middens. Radiocarbon dating has resulted in ages that range from 3150 

+/-2(X) BP (Before Present) to 4150 +/- 250 BP for the Neolithic and 2650 +/-70 BP to 

2400 +/-100 BP for the Bronze Age occupations at Konam-ri (An 1991a). According to 

An (1991a) the Neolithic midden would correlate to roughly the 15th century BC and the 

Bronze Age middens to 8th-5th centuries BC. 

Konam-ri was excavated using 3m by 3m squares with Im baulks. Beginning 

with the second excavation dry sieving was conducted with 3mm screens. Because of the 

sieving, more artifacts and faunal remains were recovered during the second excavation 

than the first (An 1991a). Whenever artifacts were found they were left in situ and were 

three dimensionally piece plotted. Preliminary cleaning and labeling was carried out at 

the site, but detailed analysis of the artifacts and faunal materials was conducted in the 

Hanyang University Museum in Seoul. Three dwellings were uncovered during the 1988 

and 1989 field seasons and a number of smaller pits, postulated to have been storage 
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areas, were also discovered (An 1991a). In addition to faunal remains, a large number of 

polished arrowheads, hammerstones, picks and needles made from bone were uncovered 

in the Neolithic midden (Kim & So 1995). 

One aspect of the Konam-ri excavations that was analyzed in some detail and is 

very pertinent to this thesis is the research conducted by An Deog-im (1991a) on the 

faunal remains from the Bronze Age middens that were excavated in 1988 and 1989. The 

materials from the Neolithic midden were too small to carry out a comparative study, but 

An was still able to complete detailed seasonality analysis of the flsh and terrestrial 

mammalian remains from the Bronze Age. Seasonality of the fish detritus was 

determined through analysis of fish scales. Through the analysis she was able to 

determine that the most abundant fish found in the middens (sea bream) was caught 

between early May and early December (An 1991a, 1991b). The methodology underlying 

the seasonality research appears to be strong, but the resulting interpretations suggest that 

the flsh were caught for immediate consumption. This is an assumption that cannot be 

made as evidence of pottery and storage pits is clearly indicative of the Konam-ri 

inhabitants capacity to store food products for delayed consumption. In other words, 

even though the Konam-ri peoples may have been storing agricultural products, they may 

also have been caching dried fish. 

After stating that the Konam-ri inhabitants relied mainly on agricultural products 

and Hsh and wild game to supplement their rice diets, An cites two major points in 

making the argument for sedentism during the Bronze Age at Konam-ri. The Hrst is on 

the basis of the artifactual materials (i.e. farming, tool-making, wood-woildng, and food 

processing tools, along with ornaments), mainly because these types of tools have been 

interpreted to indicate year-round occupation (An 1991a:221). The second point she 

makes is that Bronze Age Konam-ri inhabitants may have been living off stored resources 
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and/or hunting during the late winter and early spring when seasonal stress would have 

been worst (An 1991a:223). This will be discussed in more detail in chapters five and 

six. 

Laboratory Methods 

The present analysis of the faunal remains from Konam-ri was conducted over the 

course of a spring (1995) and two summers (1995 & 1996) in the Hanyang University 

Museum in Seoul. A total of 7,986 specimens was analyzed from the third, fourth, flfth, 

and sixth excavations. The majority of the specimens were from the Neolithic midden. 

In this section the laboratory procedures, bone identification approach, and data entry 

methods are described. Even though many aspects of the faunal assemblage were 

examined, because the Bronze Age materials were too few, complete comparative 

analysis was not possible. 

Laboratory procedures 

This research was started by cleaning all of the specimens with luke warm water 

and a toothbrush. While cleaning the specimens, all of the bones that were not fish 

vertebrae or ribs were labeled, roughly 4,2(X) of the total. Due to space constraints 

(access to only one table in the Museum) the specimens had to be returned to their bags 

after being cleaned and labeled. Because of this, a meticuluous account in the log book 

was kept of which specimens were labeled and their particular identiHcation sequence. 

The way that the faunal remains were excavated, bagged, and labeled during the 

fourth, fifth, and sixth excavations was under the assumption that each accumulation 

represented a single discard event (hereafter referred to as "SDE"). That is, the 
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assumption is made that one garbage disposal episode would have a tendency to form its 

own mound. The next discard event, if not deposited directly on top of another disposal 

episode, would in turn, form its own heap. Some of the SDEs contain over 100 

specimens, but others had only two or three bones. It has been postulated that SDEs have 

also been found in Ertebolle sites (Andersen & Johansen 1986:57). In Andersen and 

Johansen's (1986) excavation the accumulations that were uncovered had diameters of 

roughly 10-15 centimeters and were postulated to be the remains of individual meals. 

When excavating, an SDE may be defined as any group or mound of bones and/or 

artifactual materials that are found in close association with one another. One warning 

though, is that the SDE is an inference based solely on the way the excavator interprets 

the spatial patteming of faunal detritus. In other words, depending on the excavator, two 

bones found in close proximity may be bagged and labeled as two separate SDEs or one 

single SDE. Thus, one has to be extremely careful in applying this concept. Analysis of 

these SDEs is conducted in chapter six. 

During the excavation each bag or unit was given a three letter identiflcation 

sequence (e.g. aaa) to which an individual number was added, starting with the number 

"1." An example of one specimen would be "aaal" and the second specimen from that 

unit would be labeled as "aaa2" and so on. In this way, if the identification sequence of 

the next unit was "zzz," the number "3" was added and it became "zzz3." Every 

specimen has a life history of its own (Gifford 1981) and accordingly needs a distinct 

identification sequence when analyzed. Though this method of labeling may appear 

somewhat cumbersome at first, it is a great deal easier when analyzing the data. Bones 

that were identifiable, but impossible to label were bagged separately and the bags were 

each labeled. These were usually specimens smaller than 3 mm (e.g. fish dentition). 
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Bone identification approach 

Fish Bone 

Due to the absence of fish osteological reference materials a comparative 

collection from the faunal assemblage was "created" as the research was conducted. For 

instance, a bone found to be relatively common (e.g. pre-maxilla) was sided (i.e. left or 

right; which is not that difficult with fish pre-maxillas), and then the percentage of the 

total bone present was estimated. This formed the foundation of the fish comparative 

collection. All future pre-maxillas could then be compared with the "comparative" pre-

maxilla and the side and percentage of the bone present could be determined. 

In cases when initially adding to the comparative collection the side of the fish 

bone could not be determined, a side was utilized arbitrarily (i.e. left or right). For 

instance, because the side of the ceratohyal is difficult to ascertain, a side for the first one 

employed in the comparative collection was chosen. The sides of all future ceratohyals 

were then based on the original determination of the comparative ceratohyal. As long as 

the method was consistently applied to future specimens it was thought that it would be 

adequate to do it this way. In the long run it appeared to work out fine, because only one 

person identified the bones. 

Terrestrial fauna 

When first arriving in Korea (1994), about a month was spent in the Archaeology 

Laboratory on Hanyang University's Ansan campus refitting and identifying various 

recent collections of terrestrial faunal remains. The collection consisted predominantly of 

deer bones with a few pig elements mixed in. After receiving permission from Bae 

Kidong, part of this comparative collection was brought to Seoul to use in the Museum 

for the Konam-ri research (1995). The collection consisted of a few deer and pig femora, 
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humeri, mandibles, radii and ulnae, a deer tibia, a few ribs from both animals, and some 

deer tarsals and caipals. Because of the small size of the comparative collection, the 

majority of the remains were grouped into size categories. 

Photographing the comparative collection 

Before leaving Korea in 1995 all of the specimens in the fish comparative 

collection were photographed. The different weathering stages of the land-mammal and 

fish bones were also photographed. The highest NISP (Number of Identifiable 

Specimens) and MNE (Mininum Number of Elements) counts (discussed in chapter four) 

came from the fish dentaries and premaxillas and identifying these elements to generic 

and species level was determined to be the easiest. Accordingly, these specimens were 

photographed with the idea of identifying them to species upon returning to the United 

States. Any unusual specimens were also photographed (e.g. distinctive marks on some 

of the fish cranial elements that may reflect angling instead of netting.). 

The photographs were brought back to the United States, but a comparative 

osteology collection of Hshes from Korea did not (and still does not) exist at the 

University of Arizona or at any other institution in North America. Through Richard 

Meadow (Harvard University) contact was made with Becky Wigen (University of 

Victoria, British Columbia), and she offered to look at the photographs with the intention 

of identifying them to skeletal element and species. Photographs of the fish dentaries and 

pre-maxillas were also sent with the hope of having them identiHed to genus or possibly 

even to species level too. Only three fish genera were clearly identifiable: Pagros major 

(sea bream), Lateolabrax japonicus (sea bass), and Rajidae sp. (stingray). In addition, 

several ichthyology laboratory sessions were attended at the University of Arizona to get 

a general idea of the osteological structure of fish. 
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Data entry procedures 

A Winbook 486 DX2 laptop computer was used for data entry. The information 

was entered into a series of Paradox for Windows 1.0 databases (in the sununer 1996 

version 4.5 was employed). Five different databases were used for the research and a 

unique form was created for each. Each form was labeled as one of the following: bone 

identification, bone breakage, bone surface modification, fish vertebrae, or fish ribs. 

Each form with its specific categories will be discussed in more detail below. 

Bone identification 

In the Bone database the following categories were used: specimen number, size, 

species, skeletal element, whether the bone was whole, whether it was a fish specimen, 

side of the element, bone number, location of the bone fragment, which anatomical 

landmarks were present, and a section for comments. 

Due to lack of access to a suitable comparative collection, in most cases 

specimens were not identiHable to species. The only terrestrial mammals identifiable to 

at least genus level were deer (Cervus sp.), pig (Sus scrofa), and rat (Rattus sp.). A 

number of bird bones were found, but without a comparative collection they were not 

identifiable to genus. Five different size categories were utilized for land mammals and 

two for fish. The five size categories for the land mammals ranged from 1, which was 

specifically for the small creatures (e.g. rats and bu-ds), to 2-5, which were for the 

macromammal remains (i.e. deer and pig). Fish were arbitrarily divided into large and 

small sizes. Without comparative fish osteology materials this dividing line should be 

considered arbitrary. The majority of the fish remains came from sea bream or porgy 

{Pagrus major) and sea bass or perch {Lateolabrax japonicus), which are estimated to 
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grow to about 80 to 100 cm in length (Qiung 1961). Even though young sea bream and 

sea bass would initially pass through the small size category the vast majority of the 

specimens clearly fell within the large size group. 

The bone number category was employed mainly for metapodials and phalanges. 

Identifying these elements to exact anatomical location was attempted, but in most cases 

was unsuccessful. The bone location category was for the shafts of the land mammal 

elements and the classes for diis category were diaphysis, near-epiphysis, and epiphysis. 

Bone breakage 

Under the breakage category the specimens' length and width were measured, and 

then fracture angles, fracture outlines, whether the specimen had firesh breaks anywhere 

on it, the texture of each breakage, and the color were examined. Again conunents were 

recorded on anything unusual about the element. Johnson (1985), Lyman (1994a), and 

Villa and Mahieu's (1991) general descriptions for bone fracture angle, outline, and 

texture were employed. The original purpose was to determine if the breakage patterns 

varied between cultural periods. 

Oblique, right, intermediate, indeterminate, or not applicable were entered for all 

specimens in the fracture angle category. Examples of these are presented in Figure 2.2. 

For the fracture outline class, transverse, curved/v-shaped, intermediate, indeterminate, or 

not applicable were employed. Examples of fracture outlines can be seen in Figure 2.3. 

The texture of the bone was rough, smooth, intermediate, indeterminate, or not 

applicable. For these three categories, the intermediate class was anything that fell in 

between the first two (e.g. falling in between rough and smooth in the texture category). 

However, these classes should be seen as arbitrary based on the analyst's experience, 
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Rgure 2.2. Examples of fracture angle categories employed. 
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Rgure 2.3. Examples of fracture outline categories 
employed. 
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Figure 2.4. Examples of texture categories 
employed (exaggerated). 

particularly because no two researchers will see the specimen in the same light. The 

indeterminate class was for any specimen that could not be determined to fit into any of 

the other categories. The N/A (not applicable) class applied to any specimen that had an 
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articular end that was not fractured. Examples of rough and smooth surface areas can be 

seen in Figure 2.4, 

The following classes were utilized for the color category: brown, light brown, 

dark brown, gray, white, black, and yellow. A presence/absence class was employed for 

the fresh break category by entering yes, no, indeterminate, or not applicable. Again, 

indeterminate was entered if it was impossible to determine if the area of inspection was 

freshly broken, such as when the area was covered with matrix. It can generally be 

determined if a bone has been freshly broken through examination of a difference in color 

between two adjoining areas. Not applicable applied to any specimen that still had 

unftactured articular ends. 

Bone surface modification 

A hand lens (lOX) was employed for this part of the analysis. This technique was 

sufficient, as recent research by Blumenschine and others (1996) demonstrated that a 

simple hand lens and some practice may be adequate for smdying surface modification. 

The main aspect of surface modiHcation addressed was weathering. The specimens were 

also examined for cutmarks, percussion marks, toothmarks, rodent gnawing, burning, 

abrasion, and root etching. 

Study of weathering has been deemed important in taphonomic studies, 

particularly when ttying to determine how long a bone has been deposited before being 

covered with sediment (Behrensmeyer 1978). A weathering scale was created 

specifically for this study. Four deer calcanei served as comparative material for land 

mammal specimens and four sea bream dentaries for the Hsh. Separate land mammal and 

fish weathering scales were employed because it was (and still is) thought that fish and 

land mammal bones might weather differently, even when subjected to similar 
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postdepositional processes. It must be remembered however, that these stages are simply 

points along a continuum and may be interpreted differently by various analysts. 

•The following five weathering stages were used for the land mammals (after from 

Lyman 

1994a); 

0) greasy, no cracking or flaking (with skin or soft tissue still attached); a fresh 

deer calcaneus was used for this stage. 

1) longitudinal cracking begins. 

2) exfoliation begins, cracks are present. 

3) bone looks really dried out and weathered; extensive exfoliation; 

4) bone falling apart in hand. 

•The following five weathering stages were employed for the fish: 

0) no modiHcation, with skin or soft tissue still present; a fish dentary, scavenged 

from a previous night's dinner was used to represent this stage (not a sea bream 

dentary). 

1) cracks and holes begin to appear; holes may develop because Hsh bones have a 

tendency to be hollow. 

2) more longitudinal cracking, but less than for large animals; flaking begins; and 

even more holes appear. 

3) extensive cracking and flaking. 

4) bone falling apart in hand and very pockmarked. 

Different classes were utilized for the other categories of surface modification. 

For cutmarks, percussion marks, toothmarks, and rodent gnawing, five categories were 

employed: high intensity, low intensity, not applicable, not present, and indeterminate. 

High intensity simply implied that more than one or two marks existed on any certain 

section of the bone. Evidence of low intensity was interpreted to mean that those 

distinctive marks existed, but only one or two were present. If the presence or absence of 
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these traces was indetenninate, indeterminate was recorded and made a note of in the 

conmients section. As with weathering these categories are subjective. 

For the other three categories (burning, abrasion, and root etching) data was 

entered on a presence/absence basis. Having very little experience with looking at 

comparative materials of abrasion on bone everything in this category was entered as not 

applicable. Even though this suggests abrasion did not exist, it is possible it was present, 

but due to a lack of experience in dealing with this subject was unwilling to call a 

specimen abraded. Lyman's (1994a) text has excellent photographs of root etching, but 

very few specimens showed that type of modiHcation. 

Fish vertebrae and ribs 

Even though data on fish vertebrae and ribs were entered into separate databases, 

they were treated in similar fashion. Due to time constraints, the sheer number of fish 

vertebrae and ribs prevented the labeling of each specimen. The vertebrae and ribs were 

divided into two size categories: large and small. As discussed above, without a 

comparative fish collection these size categories are arbitrary. The percentage of each 

specimen present, in proportion to a whole element, was estimated to the nearest 25%. 

Specimens too small to be considered 25% of a whole element were entered in a separate 

category. Thus, nine different classes were employed for these databases. The first four 

classes represented the small specimens (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) and the second four 

classes were for the large elements, with the percentage classes remaining the same as in 

the former category. The ninth class was for the vertebrae and ribs that were identifiable 

to element, but too small to be considered 25% of a complete bone. 
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The second research visit 

Being better prepared, the second summer (1996) went a great deal smoother. 

This time photocopies of many of the different skeletal elements of both terrestrial 

animals and fish were utilized in the research. In addition, having a better grasp of how 

to budget time and energy, examining the remaining specimens did not take as long as 

originally anticipated. The same methodology and comparative faunal collections were 

employed as the previous year. 

One new category was added concerning firagmentation of the shaft fragments of 

the terrestrial mammal long bones. For instance, if the whole tube of the shaft fragment 

was intact then it would be counted as 360 degrees. If only a quarter of the tube was 

present then it was considered 90 degrees. A simple scale of 1 to 4, with 90 degrees 

represented by "1" and 360 degrees represented by "4" was employed. The faunal 

remains that were analyzed in 1995 were re-examined for this and and the new data firom 

the 1996 research was added. 

Discussion 

Because the quantity of the Bronze Age materials was small an adequate 

comparison of many aspects of the surface modification and breakage patterns of the 

faunal remains from the Neolithic and Bronze Age components was not feasible at this 

time. As faunal analysis does not receive a great deal of attention in Korea the next two 

chapters deal with more generalized zooarchaeological methodology. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SHELL MIDDENS AND ZOOARCHAEOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first part, a review of shell 

midden studies from the 1830s to the present is discussed. The major temporal stages in 

shell midden research with their respective focuses are examined. The second section 

reviews vertebrate faunal studies, with particular reference to Hsh. The fmal part 

discusses taphonomy. This section is important because the taphonomic processes that 

have affected the recovered faunal remains need to be understood. Research dealing with 

taphonomic studies of fish remains is covered in this section. 

Overview of shell midden research 

The word "midden" originates fivm the Danish fgokkenmodding, which can be 

broken down into two separate words; the first being kjokken (kitchen) and the second 

modding (a refuse heap) (Lubbock 1878:229-230). The literal translation of 

Kjokkenmodding is "an accumulation of refuse about a dwelling place," but modem 

researchers believe that middens should more accurately be referred to as "shell-bearing 

site(s)" (Widmer 1989: cited in Stein 1992:6). This is because all shell-bearing localities 

are not necessarily located around a dwelling place (Stein 1992:6). 

Initial shell midden research was begun in 1837 when artifacts from a midden 

were sent to the Danish National Museum (Andersen and Johansen 1986). E)etailed 

research was conducted by Steenstrup in Denmark in 18S1, and as a result, extensive 

collections of artifacts from these shell middens were held in the Museum of Northern 
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Antiquities (Lubbock 1878; Morse 1925; Nelson 1909). When excavating the shell 

middens Steenstrup noticed three different things (Lubbock 1878:229-230): 1) all of the 

shells were full-grown specimens; 2) the mounds consisted of four different species that 

do not normally live together, 3) and the stratigraphy consisted nearly entirely of shells, 

determined to be almost impossible if naturally accumulated. As a result of these 

observations, and the fact that the shells were found in association with cultural materials, 

Steenstrup concluded that the mounds were not naturally raised beaches as originally 

believed, but were locations of past villages (Lubbock 1878). 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century westerners carried out extensive shell 

mound research in Japan. In 1877 Edward Morse arrived in Japan in search of different 

types of marine shells. On his way from Yokohama to Tokyo he noticed shell mounds in 

the Omori region and subsequently began excavating there that year (Morse 1925). The 

results of his excavations can be seen in his 1879 publication. Shell Mounds of Omori. 

Morse noted that early man in Japan had apparently practiced cannibalism, though none 

of the Japanese historical records had mentioned regular consumption of human meat. 

He drew this conclusion based on a study of the human bones found at Omori, noting that 

the specimens were broken and heavily modified with scratches and cutmarks (Morse 

1879:17). 

Shell mound studies and modem quantitative approaches were begun by the 

California school of midden studies, particularly work by Uhle (1907), Nelson (1909, 

1910), and Gifford (1916). These researchers were interested in answering two major 

questions. First, based on estimates of artifact and shell accumulations they attempted to 

determine the age of habitation. Second, based on the habitation density the human 

population of the area was estimated (Ambrose 1967:170). The methods used by these 

early Califomian midden analysts in determining the age of a site, diet of the inhabitants. 
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and the population of the area, became the models followed by researchers in the decades 

to follow (Stein 1992:7). 

In 1950, Cook and Treganza (1950:231) postulated that a positive correlation may 

exist between surface area of a site and population density. They employed the formula: 

log population = constant x log area 

A positive correlation was ascertained between the two variables at nineteen sites in 

California that were studied. Sixteen Yurok villages in Northwest North America 

examined in the early 1910s were also found to show a positive correlation (Waterman 

1920; cited in Cook and Treganza 1950). 

Shellfish analysis continued to receive a great deal of attention in the shell midden 

archaeological literature during the 1960s, 70s, 80s, and 90s (Bailey 1975,1983; Claassen 

1986; Coutts 1975; Deith 1983, 1986; Koike 1979; Meehan 1982, 1983; Osbom 1977; 

Parmalee and Klippel 1974; Shackleton 1983, 1988; Spennemann 1987; Stein 1992; 

Waselkov 1987). Some researchers (Bailey 1975, 1983; Meehan 1982; Osbom 1977; 

Parmelee and Klippel 1974) have argued that during prehistory shellfish were only 

consumed on a marginal scale. However, a recent study suggests that it may have been 

possible for shellflsh to be used as a staple under periods of dietary stress (Erlandson 

1988:107). Ambrose (1967) found that the size of shellfish decreased over time and 

argued that this phenomenon was a result of over-exploitation by humans. This may not 

always be true, as Spennemann (1987) has argued that the size of the shellfish at sites on 

Tongatapu in Polynesia decreased over time because of environmental changes and not 

over-exploitation by humans. 

Even though analysis of shellHsh is clearly important to coastal archaeological 

research, fish studies have long been neglected. Fish remains from these localities have 

traditionally received little attention by researchers, but during the 1970s, 80s, and 90s an 
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increase in the number of fish studies can be discerned (e.g. Akazawa 1980; Butler 1987, 

1988, 1994; Casteel 1976; Elder and Smith 1988; Kongo 1989; Koike 1979; McGrew 

1975; Mellars and Wilkinson 1980; Owen and Merrick 1994a, 1994b; Smith et al. 1988; 

Stewart 1991, 1994; Wheeler and Jones 1989). It was not until the late 1960s that fish 

analysis began receiving more attention in zooarchaeology with work begun by Akazawa 

on quantifying the fish remains from Japanese shell midden sites (Hongo 1989:334). 

Akazawa (1980:325) decries the paucity of fish studies in archaeological field reports 

when noting that of "the hundreds of reports that have been published on excavations of 

shell middens, only a few include even a species list for the faunal remains in the 

deposit." This stems mainly from the fact that systematic studies of fish require a lot of 

time and labor (Hongo 1989). Due to this "incompleteness," reports and text books are 

often forced to make "sweeping accounts" of the people's diet (Colley 1990; Wheeler and 

Jones 1989:6). Fish and other vertebrate studies will be the subject of the next section. 

Vertebrate faunal remains from coastal sites 

As discussed briefly in the last section, shellfish smdies have dominated the 

archaeological shell midden literature for many decades (Akazawa 1980). A major 

reason for this is the greater proportion of shell vis-a-vis bone led researchers to believe a 

positive correlation existed between dietary importance and quantity (Waselkov 

1987:154). The study of non-molluscan fauna from shell mounds is also important for 

the reconstruction of human diet, trade, economy, and paleoenvironment. This section is 

divided into two components. The first briefly discusses mammals (both terrestrial and 

sea) from coastal sites and the second reviews fish studies. 
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Mammals 

In addition to exploitation of shellfish, procurement of wild terrestrial animals by 

coastal groups has continued through time, as evinced by such sedentary Hsher-hunter-

gatherer groups as the Ertebolle (Rowley-Conwy 1983; Yesner 1980), On the Korean 

Peninsula, deer and wild boar exploitation continued as evidence from Neolithic 

Tongsamdong suggests (Nelson 1982; Sample 1974). Analysis of the species 

representation of land mammals can determine human subsistence patterns, seasonal 

occupation, changes in the paleoenvironment, etc. Micromammals are also found at 

coastal sites. Small vertebrate remains have a good chance of being discarded whole at a 

shell midden site. Because of their small size they will "become incorporated into an 

unconsolidated matrix (such as sandy soil or a shell midden) more readily than large 

objects, increasing their chance of preservation" (Waselkov 1987:156-157). Existence of 

conunensal animals (e.g. Rattus rattus) has been argued to indicate those areas were 

occupied year-round, though there are problems with these studies (e.g. see Edwards 

1989). 

Evidence of sea mammal exploitation can be found at a number of sites around 

the Pacific Rim. For instance, analysis of whale and sea lion bones from the Neolithic 

site of Tongsamdong in Korea has provided evidence of deep sea hunting (An 1994; 

Sample 1974). Evidence of dolphin hunting was found at the Jomon site Mawaki (ca. 

5000 BP). Hiraguchi (1992:35) has argued that the procurement and processing of 

dolphin undertaken at Mawaki contributed a great deal to the "formation of Jomon-period 

social organization." In a study that examined the effect of human predation on sea 

mammal populations in the Aleutians, Yesner (1988, 1992) found that the Aleuts relied 

heavily on sea manunals because they were driven by the need for (or interested in) 

acquiring the fat these sea mammals contain. Yesner (1988) asserts that sea manunal 
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exploitation is attractive because it yields relatively high returns in proportion to labor 

investment Because sea lions are larger, fattier, and offer large returns for little 

additional investment in procurement they have been found to be the most intensively 

harvested (Yesner 1988, 1992). 

Fish 

Fish remains should be interesting not only to ichthyologists, but to 

zooarchaeologists as well, because Hsh outnumber terrestrial faunas in both sheer 

"numbers of individuals and numbers of species" (Wheeler and Jones 1989:4). There are 

many things that the simple presence or absence of fish can tell us about: the former 

distribution of a species; paleoclimates of the area; food preferences of the inhabitants of 

those settlements; Hshing methods and season of c£^ture; the time and energy that was 

involved in Hsh exploitation; and possibly even the domestication of certain species 

(Casteel 1976; Clason 1986:1; Colley 1987, 1990; Ryder 1969; Wheeler and Jones 1989). 

Fish remains can also reflect among odier things, the social status of the people who lived 

at the site (Wheeler and Jones 1989) and possibly cooperation between them to produce a 

surplus (Colley 1987). For instance, the cooperative harvesting activities of Pacific 

northwestemers during salmon spawning season. 

Fish are an important resource when examining "the relationship between storage 

and the development of logistically-organized" groups (Butler and Qiatters 1994:420). 

Exploitation of aquatic resources is often cited as the key to the origins of sedentary life 

on the Japanese archipelago (Hongo 1989:333). One of the earliest studies of fish 

detritus was by Schlegel from the Mammals Department of the State Natural History 

Museum in the Netherlands in 1842 (Gason 1986). Schlegel identified four different 

types of fish from a medieval town without the use of reference collections (Clason 
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1986). Steenstrup followed in 1851, by identifying a few fish remains from some 

Ertebolle villages. However, these studies went unnoticed until the end of the nineteenth 

century (Gason 1986; Wheeler and Jones 1989). Analysis of fish remains began 

receiving more attention with smdies by Shawcross (1967) and Akazawa (1980, Akazawa 

and Watanabe 1968). 

Fish bones 

For many years researchers have argued that the most important skeletal elements 

from a fish carcass are the otoliths, scales, and vertebrae (Casteel 1976). Through 

analysis of these elements, classification of the fish down to the family and sometimes 

genus or species levels is generally possible. Knowledge of size, biological age, and 

season of death can help in reconstructing prehistoric fishing techniques (Casteel 1976; 

Colley 1990; Wheeler and Jones 1989). Fish are poikilotherms; that is, their rate of 

growth depends on changes in temperature in the surrounding environment. It has been 

observed that fish grow relatively quickly during the summer and early fall, but much 

slower in the winter and early spring when the water is colder (Casteel et al. 1977; 

Wheeler 1978). Thus, seasonal changes can be determined by examining evidence for 

changing growth rate of a fish's bone (Casteel et al. 1977). 

Otoliths or "ear stones" appear to be part of the body that controls hearing and 

possibly equilibrium, and are considered to be the most distinctive of all the elements 

(Casteel 1976; Smith et al. 1988). Three otoliths can be found on each side of the fish: 

the sagitta, lapillus, and asteriscus, of which the first is usually the largest and most 

distinctive (Wheeler 1978:71). Otoliths consist mainly of calcium carbonate, which is 

deposited on the surface of the bone at different rates at different times throughout a fish's 

life (Casteel 1976:31). Though study of otoliths has seen relatively little attention in 
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zooaichaeology, extensive use of them can be found in comparative ichthyology (Casteel 

1976:24). One archaeological study employing otoliths was carried out by Mellars and 

Wilkinson (1980), in an attempt to reconstruct prehistoric Hshing strategies on Oronsay in 

the Orkneys. A problem with analyzing otoliths is that they are affected by soil 

chemistries differently than other bones, and to fmd accumulations of large numbers of 

fish cranial elements and a dearth of otoliths is not uncommon (Wheeler 1978; Wheeler 

and Jones 1989). 

Casteel (1976) describes four different types of scales: placoid, rtiombic, cycloid, 

and ctenii. Each type of scale is found on different species of fish or in different areas of 

the same fish. All scales possess circuli that are laid down at regular intervals during a 

fish's lifetime (Casteel 1976). McGrew (1975) found that by counting the number of 

circuli on a scale the approximate season of death can be determined. For instance, 

Casteel and others (1977) were able to ascertain approximate timing of climatic changes 

in the northwest region of the United States during the early and late Holocene through 

analysis of fish scale annuli. 

Many researchers have stated that vertebrae are the most common fish element 

found at archaeological sites, but deplore the fact that detailed analysis of them is often 

not carried out (Casteel 1976; Hongo 1989; Ryder 1969). Vertebrae can often be 

identified to taxon simply by determining if the centrum shs^ is round, squashed, or oval 

(Colley 1990:214). One of the major difficulties in identifying vertebrae to species is the 

great deal of morphological variation from the first to last vertebrae within a fish itself, 

which makes it difHcult to determine whether one is dealing with two different species or 

simply two vertebrae from different areas of the same fish (Colley 1990). By examining 

the annuli laid down on the centrum of a vertebrae an estimate of the live weight and 

length of the fish can be determined (Casteel 1976). 
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Though Casteel (1976) has argued that vertebrae, otoliths, and scales are the most 

important bones for identification purposes, others have found the elements situated in 

the lateral skull region (dentary, premaxilla, maxilla, and angular) to be just as, if not 

more useful (Colley 1990:212). Premaxillas and dentaries have been used to estimate the 

live length and weight of the species (Wheeler 1978). Owen and Merrick (1994a: 1) list a 

number of difficulties that exist with many of these fish bone studies: the reference 

collections are not representative of what are typically found; the findings are based on 

imprecise identiHcation; the elements being studied are not suitable; and usually there is 

an insufficient knowledge of the relationship between length and weight. When 

examining fish bones, the question may arise as to how do coastal peoples acquire these 

fish. 

Fishing methods 

Scavenging of washed up fish carcasses may be possible, and even sometimes 

productive (e.g. in the Pacific Northwest), but in most cases some type of fishing method 

is employed. Wing and Brown (1979:95-97) and Reinman (1967) list four different types 

of fishing techniques: netting, trapping, angling, and harpooning or spearing. There are 

clearly many more however, as Dye (1982) found that the Niua fishermen in Oceania use 

as many as 37 different types of fishing strategies. Spearing, netting, and trapping are 

thought to be the earliest methods of exploiting fish resources, with angling being a 

relatively late development (Owen and Merrick 1994b). However, others have argued 

that fishing with a line and gorge has been around in Europe since the Upper Paleolithic 

(Clark 1948:46). Different types of fishing practices develop as a result of changes in the 

environment, habitat characteristics, and possibly even to cultural constraints (Leach and 

Anderson 1979; Wheeler and Jones 1989; Wing and Reitz 1982:27). Fishermen clearly 
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have to possess a detailed understanding of fish, their habitats, and the local ecology, in 

order to be efficient at their trade (Bamett 1978; Garson 1980). 

Fish as storable material 

But what do fishermen do with their fish once caught? Ethnographic research has 

indicated that fish, if not immediately eaten, may be stored for delayed consumption. 

Butler (1990:21), in an overview of salmonid processing studies, notes that "most 

descriptions of salmonid butchering focus on preparing the carcass for storage." The 

capacity to store fish is important because it makes the food supply independent of; 

1) Inclement weather which could prevent fishing activities from being carried 

out; 
/ 

2) the movement and natural cycles of fish breeding; 

3) the movements of more important schooling fish (e.g. in terms of size and 

weight of catch) (Reinman 1967:193). 

Reinman (1967) states that there are three different methods of drying Hsh: sun-drying, 

smoking, and salting. Evidence of smoking and drying demonstrates the inhabitant's skill 

in preparation. In addition, evidence of storage of large quantities of oil suggests the 

capacity of fully utilizing fish resources (Allen 1979; Butler 1990; Yesner 1980). 

Unfortunately, preservation methods of fish do not always leave archaeological 

traces (Wheeler and Jones 1989). How does one ascertain if fish were being procured for 

delayed consumption? One way of determining if fish were stored is through analysis of 

the skeletal element representation (Butler 1990; 1993; Butler and Chatters 1994). In the 

Pacific Northwest ethnographic research has indicated that fish will be differentially 
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processed before caching (Buder 1990; 1993). There are a number of reasons why Hsh 

heads may be separated from the bodies before storing. Butler (1990:21) has asserted that 

cranial sections are processed differently than postcranial parts because the former 

requires "longer drying times and more heat to dry them." Another reason she cites is the 

desire to prevent spoilage by reducing the amount of oil and fat (Buder 1990:21). Fish 

heads, depending on species, often have particularly large quantities of oil and fat. This 

would force fishermen to severe the head from the body, both of which if cached would 

end up in different locations. In some cases the fish heads may simply be discarded 

(Butler 1990; Stewart 1991). Butler (1990:21) has postulated that fish heads were 

probably processed differently than the postcranial part because the former requires 

"longer drying times and more heat to dry them." 

At a number of recent sites in Kenya it was found that a disparity existed between 

the cranial and postcranial sections of fish. While conducting ethnographic fleldwork in 

Kenya Stewart and Gifford-Gonzalez (1994) found that fish greater than 30 centimeters 

were differentially processed. That is, the heads were being separated from the bodies. 

Fish heads were ascertained to be utilitized for two purposes: consumption (e.g. in a 

soup) and oil extraction (Stewart 1991, 1994; Stewart and Gifford-Gonzalez 1994). The 

crania were also found to be processed for the brains by smashing them open with rocks. 

Stewart (1991:597), in ethnographic interviews with local Hshermen from around Lake 

Turkana, East Africa, found that fish greater than SO centimeters would have their 

postcranial sections sun-dried and stored for delayed consumption. 

The implications of differential processing of Hsh as indirect evidence for storage 

can be found in chapter five. Briefly, in ch^ter five the following will be analyzed: 1) 

the role density played on the pisciforme assemblage; 2) the cranial:postcranial MNE 
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ratios of both Hsh size groups; and 3) the regularity in differential processing behaviour 

of the Konam-ri peoples. 

Problems with studies offish remains 

"If one aim of archaeology is to extrapolate human activity from fish-bones the 

identification of the bone is only the first step in a long and complex maze" 

(Bamett 1978:1). 

Studies of Hsh remains have traditionally been difHcult to carry out for a number 

of reasons. The major one is that there are few extensive comparative fish osteology 

collections. As there are over 20,000 dil^erent species of fish in the world (Ryder 

1969:379) it is often difficult to try and assemble adequate reference materials. Even in 

areas where extensive comparative fish collections exist, such as the Japanese 

archipelago, there are many times when very few skeletal elements will be identifiable to 

either species or to skeletal element. A good example of this is Hongo's study of a Jomon 

shell mound, where less than 10% of the total Hsh assemblage was identifiable to element 

(Kongo 1989). 

"Fish remains are more variable in size, shape, and physical character than ... any 

other single group of vertebrates" found at archaeological sites (Colley 1990:208). For 

instance, rays and skates subsist mainly on shellfish, and their teeth have evolved into 

"flattened, crushing plates" because of this dietary pattern (Ryder 1969:378). Sometimes 

this extreme variability in skeletal elements will allow the identification to species (e.g. 

ray's dental plates), but often it is nearly impossible (Butler 1990; Colley 1990:211). This 

has led some researchers to argue that identification down to only the family level is 

sufficient for detailed analysis of the assemblage (Bamett 1978). It has also been argued 

that simply grouping specimens of unknown species into anatomical regions when 
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inteq)reting one's data may be adequate (Colley 1990:212). As will be discussed in 

chapter Hve, this was done with the Konam-ri Hsh remains. 

Problems in preservation have to be accounted for when dealing with fish remains 

(Butler 1990, 1993; Smith et al. 1988; Stewart 1991). In general, fish skeletal elements 

are very fragile in contrast to terrestrial animal bones and this can sometimes leads to a 

biased archaeological record (Butler 1988; Butler and Chatters 1994; Owen and Merrick 

1994a). Experimental and ethnoarchaeological research has indicated that "the effects of 

heat and cooking, chewing and ingestion, scavengers, weathering, and trampling on fish 

remains demonstrate highly variable patterns of survival for different skeletal elements" 

(Colley 1990:216). Other important factors that affect fish detritus are "the physical and 

chemical environments of the bones once the fish has been caught and the kind of 

sediment that the fish are encased in" (Wheeler and Jones 1989:63). 

Fish remains, particularly the smaller ones, can be easily missed during sieving. 

Butler (1988) found that differences in screen size can also result in variation in the type 

of fish taxa recovered during an archaeological excavation. It has been recommended 

that screen sizes of smaller than 2mm be utilized, but the major problem with this is that 

it often becomes impractical to sieve the whole deposit, necessitating the use of sampling 

methods (Colley 1990:209). 

Ethnographic data on modem fishing strategies has to be taken with a grain of 

salt, particularly because a fishing method used today does not necessarily indicate it was 

used in the past (Colley 1990). A few unique problems that exist with using modem data 

are: Hsh are known to alter their feeding habits in response to new fishing techniques; the 

impact of modem commercial fishing and overexploitation of today's fish is 

unprecedented; and present day fish population records are often wildly inaccurate 

(Colley 1990:221). 
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Discussion 

Clearly, from the above discussion many things can be learned about a coastal 

inhabitants' subsistence strategy through detailed analysis of not only the shellfish, but the 

vertebrate faunal remains as well. One problem that exists with faunal analysis is that 

many pre- and postdepositional processes also need to be taken into account (Choo 1993; 

Waselkov 1987:157). This will be the subject of the next section. 

Taphonomy and zooarchaeology 
Paleoecologists [and zooarchaeologists] must first be taphonomists, since once-

living organisms can only be studied and reconstructed through adequate 

knowledge of their post-mortem history. Success in paleoecology [and 

zooarchaeology] depends largely upon the worker's ability to strip away the 

taphonomic overprint (Lawrence 1968:1316). 

A major problem with many faunal analyses is that one assumes there is a direct 

behavioural correlation between bones and artifacts firom a site. Because of the numerous 

post-depositional processes that affect a locality this simple relationship is now seen as 

being ambiguous (Gifford-Gonzalez 1989, 1991; Lyman 1994a). Natural and cultural 

deposits need to be distinguished at archaeological sites before hominid subsistence 

patterns can be reconstmcted. An example of recent taphonomic research has been trying 

to determine the role of hunting and scavenging by African Plio-Pleistocene hominids 

(Blumenschine 1995; Gifford-Gonzalez 1991; Lyman 1994a:8). Another example is 

work by Butler (1990, 1993) in distinguishing natural from cultural salmonid deposits in 

the Pacific Northwest. 
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Todd (1983:39) notes that a number of "recent taphonomic studies have 

highlighted the fact that the creation of obvious patterning in faunal remains is not an 

unexpected consequence of processes totally independent of human action." After 

deposition a bone has the potential of being affected by a number of processes (e.g. 

human or carnivore transport, insects, rockfalls, aqueous transport, geochemical 

solutions, etc.) that could either serve to move the bone from its original context or cause 

it to disintegrate (Bonnischen 1989a, 1989b; Marshall 1989). If these taphonomic biases 

are not determined, then any "subsequent analyses and resulting cultural and 

environmental reconstructions should be viewed with caution" (Bonnischen 1989a: 1). 

Taphonomy was originally defined as the study of the "laws of burial" by Efremov 

(1940:93), who noted that this type of research "allows us to glance into the depth of ages 

from another point of view than that which is in general use in paleontology," Although 

taphonomy was originally a subdiscipline of paleoecology it has come to serve an 

important role in the analysis of faunal remains from archaeological sites (Lawrence 

1968, 1971; Marshall 1989). Klein and Cmz-Uribe (1984:1; see also Davis 1987; Hesse 

and Wapnish 1985; Speth 1983) justiHably state that the "goal of zooarchaeology is to 

reconstruct the environment and behaviour of ancient peoples." However, before this 

analysis can be adequately carried out the taphonomic biases must Hrst be determined 

(Shipman 1981:7). 

Gifford (1981:366; see also Behrensmeyer and Kidwell 1985) states that 

taphonomy may be defined as the "area of paleontological research that defines, 

describes, and systematizes the nature and effects of processes that act on organic remains 

after death." Lyman (1994a:3-4) defines "a taphonomic history as a general chronology 

of taphonomic processes that affect animal remains" and notes that it "begins when one or 

more members of a biotic community die." The goal of taphonomic research (to 
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determine the bias in the archaeological record) requires that the bias be understood 

(Lyman 1994a:6). If the biases are known then the taphonomist can "reverse the effects 

of the taphonomic processes" and potentially reconstruct the past environment and 

hominid subsistence strategies (Lyman 1994a:6). 

Taphonomy can be broken down into two major subdisciplines: biostratinomy and 

diagenetic studies (Gifford 1981). Biostratinomy is the study of the transformation of 

remains between death and final burial, while diagenetic studies examines the period of 

time between final burial and recovery (Gifford 1981:367; Lawrence 1971:594; Shipman 

1981). These two periods between death and recovery are usually exclusively the area of 

taphonomic research (Gifford 1981:383). Because taphonomic histories are both 

historical and cumulative (Lyman 1994a:40) they have the potential to lead to taphonomic 

overprinting, where a primary mark or process is obscured by a secondary one (Shipman 

1989). 

An often used term in taphonomic studies is equifinality. This occurs when an 

excavated archaeological assemblage's (e.g. bones, stones, and/or ceramics) appearance 

could have potentially been the result of a number of di^erent processes. In order to try 

and solve the problem of equifinality zooarchaeologists have begun using experimental 

and ethnographic studies (e.g. Bunn et al. 1988; Blumenschine 1986,1995; Marean 1991, 

1995; Marean and Spencer 1991; O'Connell et al. 1988, 1990, 1992). Taphonomists, 

through experimental or actualistic studies, try as accurately as possible to identify 

taphonomic agents and causal mechanisms (Bonnischen 1989a: 1; Gifford 1981:388). 

These actualistic and experimental studies have formed the foundation for the majority of 

taphonomic and zooarchaeological analysis (Lyman 1994a:69). Lawrence (1968:1315) 

states that there are two types of post-mortem events that potentially bias the 

archaeological record: 1) "information losses through nonpreservation" and 2) "losses 
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through transport away from the life setting" (Lawrence 1968:1315). This is where the 

preponderance of taphonomic actualistic and experimental studies can be found (Gifford 

1981:400). 

One of the underlying assumptions (or laws) when conducting experimental 

taphonomic studies is the principle of uniformitarianism (Bonnischen 1989a; Gifford 

1981; Klein and Cruz-Uribe 1984; Lyman 1994a; Shipman 1981; Young 1989). When 

carrying out experimental or actualistic research, analysts have to assume that present day 

environmental processes and animal behaviours are the same now as it was in the past. 

Gifford-Gonzalez (1989:44) notes that "a methodological uniformitarianism is thus the 

rationale for actualistic research aimed at deepening our understanding of the operation 

and effects of processes in the contemporary world." We know that this principle is not 

always applicable, but at the same time the concept cannot be completely discarded 

(Gifford 1981; Young 1989:55). 

Taphonomy offish 

The majority of taphonomic studies have dealt with terrestrial faunas and open-air 

or cave sites, resulting in a noticable gap between marine and terrestrial taphonomy 

(Elder and Smith 1988:577; Olson 1980:6-7). Taphonomic studies need to encompass 

other types of faunal remains, such as those from shell middens, particularly because 

vertebrate detritus from these sites are subjected to similar pre- and postdepositional 

processes (Colley 1990). Though Behrensmeyer (1975) postulated that fish bones are 

more dense than those of terrestrial animals, more recently Wheeler and Jones (1989:76) 

asserted that "it is clear that the bones of large terrestrial mammals, being more resistant 

to decay than those of fishes, arc overrepresented in the archaeological record when 
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compared to fish remains." Butler and Qiatters (1994) showed that vertebrae are the 

most resistent fish elements to density-mediated destruction. 

Two (of possibly many) biasing taphonomic processes related to fish skeletal 

element representation are boiling and broiling. Lubinski (1996) was able to 

experimentally show that even after boiling and broiling cranial elements would more 

likely be destroyed compared to vertebrae parts. In his study it was determined that 

boiled fish heads would be destroyed 1.5 to 2.5 times more quickly than vertebrae 

sections. When broiling fish it was found that heads were destroyed 1.9 to 4.2 times 

more quickly than postcranial sections (Lubinski 1996:178). Richter (1986:480) found 

that when cooking fish at temperatures, as low as 60° Celsius, the "fish collagen fibres" 

would begin to unravel, which in turn would make these bones structurally weaker. 

Results of an experiment indicated that cod, haddock, and hake bones were much more 

vulnerable to mechanical damage after two hours of boiling vis-a-vis unboiled bones 

(Wheeler & Jones 1989:67). Stewart (1989) postulates that cooked fish bones will be 

more apt to be destroyed than uncooked ones under similar archaeological conditions. 

Accordingly, vertebrae, being more dense, should be better able to withstand the effects 

of boiling and/or broiling than cranial elements and would have a better chance of being 

recovered if such activities occurred. 

In addition, ethnographic evidence indicates that in cases where ravaging of the 

leftover fish remains by some type of carnivore occurs, head and body parts are consumed 

indiscriminately (Lyon 1970). If fish bones are ingested along with the meat, experiments 

have shown that very few elements are identifiable once excreted (Jones 1983, 1986). 

Thus, if bones arc consumed along with the meat then very few elements will be 

identifiable (Butler 1990:16). Addressing these taphonomic processes as possible biases 

in this study will be dealt with in chapter five. 
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Ethnologists have noted that people utilize fish in different ways and a detailed 

understanding of the taphonomic processes that affect pisciformes is necessary before 

attempting to reconstruct prehistoric lifeways (Butler 1990,1993). Overall, knowledge of 

taphonomic processes that affect fish are important to shell midden studies, particularly 

when a large quantity of pisciforme detritus is present. This is clear in the Paciflc 

Northwest where ethnographers have "noted that the complex social organization and 

semisedentary settlement pattern which included aggregation into villages during the 

winter months was made possible largely by catching, drying, and storing salmon" (Butler 

1993:1). 

Discussion 

We can no longer use the overly simplistic unicausal model of traditional 

archaeology, but must develop objective and consistent multivariate models for 

discriminating patterns produced by humans from those produced by non-human 

agents (Bonnischen 1989a:2). 

Bonnischen (1989a:2, b;517) stresses that we can no longer think of the 

archaeological record as a simplistic equation of one cause = one effect, particularly 

because the record is now seen as being more complex. In order to "decode" this 

imbroglio our taphonomic methodology accordingly becomes more detailed. The 

advantage of taphonomic research is that it "provides a more holistic, multidisciplinary 

framework for investigation" and it has been proffered that taphonomy's greatest 

contribution is "the awareness it provides of the multitude of factors that must be taken 

into account in formulating realistic reconstructions" (Bonnischen 1989a:l, b:523). 

Another potential bias in zooarchaeological studies is the method of quantifying 

bone specimens. If the technique employed in counting the faunal specimens is 
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questionable or faulty this may lead to flawed results. This will be the subject of the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

COUNTING IN ZOOARCHAEOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses the counting mediods employed in this thesis. Because 

there are different ways of counting bone specimens, each of which may potentially bias 

the interpretations, it is important to discuss beforehand when aiid why a particular 

technique is employed. A few examples of the counting methods will also be presented. 

Counting and zooarchaeology 
An accurate estimate of fossil assemblage composition is valuable both as a 

description of the fossil assemblage itself and as a starting point for taphonomic 

and ultimately, paleoecologic studies (Holtzman 1979:77). 

As Holtzman justifiably asserts, before any quantitative zooarchaeological 

analysis can be carried out, an accurate estimate of both the taxonomic and skeletal 

element representation of the assemblage must first be achieved. In order for this to be 

accomplished the counting units used as the basis for derived interpretations must be 

explicit and understood. Problems arise with just how close to reality the numbers 

derived from the various counting techniques actually are. 

In this section the counting methods employed in this study are discussed and 

reviewed. In addition, a few suggestions will be proffered as to when a certain counting 

unit may be more applicable. The major counting units are NSP (Number of Specimens), 

NISP (Number of Identified Specimens), MNI (Minimum Number of Individuals), MNE 

(Minimum Number of Elements), and MAU (Minimum Animal Units). Any discussion 
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of methods of quantification in zooarchaeological and taphonomic analyses must first 

begin with consideration of the method used to measure specimens. The next section will 

discuss NISP and MNI. The fmal part will define MNE and MAU, particularly because 

these two counting units receive a great deal of attention in taphonomic studies. 

Measuring Specimens 

One of the first steps taken in discussing skeletal element representation and 

taxonomic diversity is the outlining of methods employed in measuring faunal specimens 

(Lyman 1994a:97). Traditionally, archaeologists have only kept the faunal remains they 

thought to be identifiable to specific taxa, which in most cases were the proximal and 

distal ends of skeletal elements. The shaft fragments had a tendency to be not counted or, 

in some cases, discarded (Marean 1995). In some areas of the world researchers only 

interested in taxonomic diversity can still be found quantifying their data in this way. In 

employing this technique researchers keep most specimens, but then use broad categories 

like proximal, mid-shaft, or distal end to represent long bone specimens. Expending on 

sample size, this approach often overemphasizes some elements. More recently, 

researchers have begun to count the percentage of each anatomical landmark that is found 

on each skeletal element (C. Marean, personal communication 1993). For instance, if 

only 1/3 of a femoral linea aspera is present, it is recorded as .33 (or 33%). Later, if a 

complete linea aspera is uncovered, it would be calculated as l.(X) (or 1(X)%). 

Afterwards, when quantifying one's data, the counts for the linea aspera category can be 

added together to become 1.33 (or 133%). This would mean that the MNE (Minimum 

Number of Elements; discussed in more detail below) count for linea aspera is 1.33 and 

for MNI (Minimum Number of Individuals; discussed in more detail below) 2 (due to 

rounding up with MNI). Accordingly, one should explicitly describe which anatomical 
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landmarics are employed. Appendix A lists all of the anatomical landmarks used when 

identifying the terrestrial mammalian remains from Konam-ri. One should remember 

though, that different analysts will emphasize certain anatomical landmarks more than 

others. Because of a lack of access to reference materials listing the anatomical 

landmarks for Hsh bones the percentage of remaining bone present was determined. 

Table 4.1. Example of a qualitative scale table. A 
presence/absence ts l̂e of some fish species from Konam-ri 

(Data from Kim & An 1990; Kim and Sim 1990). 
Species 1st excavation 2nd excavation 
Chrysophrys major X 
Argyrops bleekeri X 
Achanthopagnjs schlegeli X 
Lateolsdiraxjaponicus X X 
Paralichthys olivaceus X X 
Holorhinus tovijei X 
Sparus swinhonis X 
BrarKhiostegus japonicus X 

Zooarchaeological Counting Units 

Essentially to get relative abundances, one may count bone fragments... or 

calculate the minimum number of individuals (Turner 1983:313). 

Counting units in zooarchaeological analysis have become important over the 

course of the past thirty years, mainly because researchers have become more interested 

in quantitative, rather than qualitative results. Qualitative counts are still important in 

faunal studies, particularly presence/absence tables (e.g. Table 4.1), but quantitative 

calculations attempt to go one step further by measuring relative abundances of different 

taxa and/or skeletal elements (Brewer 1992:209). Zooarchaeological quantitative units 

range from counting the number of specimens present (NSP and NISP), to measurements 

that attempt to examine the relative importance of each taxon (NISP and MNI), and to 
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those which aie more focused on the relative economic (i.e. quantity of meat, grease, and 

marrow) value or survivability of each individual element (MNE and MAU). 

Number of specimens (NSP) 

The most basic counting unit used is the NSP, which is the number of specimens 

both identifiable and unidentifiable in the assemblage, consisting of both bone and teeth 

(Shotwell 1955:331). Because the technique only sums the number of specimens, this 

counting unit is not subject to problems of aggregation, like MNI, MNE, and MAU often 

are. 

Number of identified specimens (NISP) 

NISP can represent the number of specimens identified to species, skeletal 

element, or both. Before one begins any detailed analysis they must explicitly describe 

what the NISP counts represent (Lyman 1994a). NISP can be considered a ratio scale 

measurement and is often used as an initial quantification unit in describing taxonomic 

abundances within faunas. Klein and Cruz-Uribe (1984:25) note that NISP has two major 

advantages: 1) it may be calculated at the same time that skeletal element representation 

is being done; and 2) the values are additive. 

Among the many criticisms of NISP counts that Grayson (1973, 1979:201, 

1984:21-23) and others (Brewer 1992:210-211; Chase and Hagaman 1986/87:79; 

Holtzman 1979:79) note are: 1) that it is used under the assumption all specimens are 

equally affected by fracturing; 2) the assemblage may be affected by differential 

preservation; 3) the unit may differentially exaggerate sample sizes across taxa; 4) 

number of potentially identifiable units may vary from species to species; and 5) 

problems raised by element interdependence invalidate further statistical manipulation. 
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Element interdependence simply means that specimens found in association are related in 

some way (e.g. came from the same carcass). The last weakness listed is the one most 

often cited by the above authors in discussing problems with NISP. For instance, 

Grayson (1979:202) asserts there is no way of showing that different specimens "came 

from different individuals across an entire faunal sample, and thus no way of resolving 

the patterns of specimen interdependence that must surely characterize many specimen 

samples." In this thesis NISP counts are utilized with the understanding that 

interdependence may cause problems in subsequent interpretations. In addition, NISP 

counts also "overemphasize the importance of a species that tended to reach a site intact 

versus a species that was usually dismembered before transport," as it does not account 

for differential butchering and/or scavenging (Klein and Cruz-Uribe 1984:25; see also 

Biewer 1992:210-211). 

Table 4.2. NISH ana MNI counts tor 
the fish and terrestrial mammals 
from the largest single discard 

event from Konam-ri. The ritjs and 
rays were not added to the fish 

NISP count due to the variation that 
is found when dealing with fish 

specimens. 
NISP MNI 

fish 421 3 
terrestrial mammals 23 1 

Table 4.2 is an example of the problem of interdependence. The NISP totals were 

derived from the highest inferred single discard event ("SDE;" as discussed in chapter 

two) from among the Neolithic remains at Konam-ri. A look at the NISP total for fish is 

421 and for terrestrial mammals is 23, which, if graphed, would resemble the first pie in 
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Rgure 4.1. NISP and MNI sums for fish and 
terrestrial mammals from the most abundant 
single discard event (data from Table 4.2). 

NISP MNI 

• fish • land mammals 

Figure 4.1. The fish ribs and rays were not added to the NISP counts in this case, or the 

difference between the two ratios (NISPrMNI) would have been even greater. In this 

case, using NISP counts to examine relative abundances of fish versus terrestrial 

mammals implies that the former were almost twenty times more abundant than the latter. 

A closer look at the numbers suggests something very different. 

The fact that the accumulation was excavated under the assumption that it was a 

single discard event implies that all of the bones were deposited at the same time in the 

same spot. Because we are not combining this accumulation with other SDEs there is no 

problem of aggregation. The quandary of interdependence is clear when looking at the 

second column of Table 4.2 and the second pie in Figure 4.1. The NISP count of 421 for 

the fish accounts for an MNI total of only 3, while the NISP of 23 for the terrestrial 

mammals gives us an MNI total of 1. The ratio of fish to terrestrial mammals in this case 

changes from 18.3:1 to 3:1, which is significantly smaller than initial NISP counts 

suggested. The actual proportion of fish to terrestrial mammals falls someplace in 

between the two ratios. Because we are dealing with a single discard event the ratio 

should be much closer to the latter, as the problem of interdependence should be 

minimized. 
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Minimum number of individuals (MNI) 

MNI is an ordinal scale measurement that is defined as the Minimum Number of 

Individuals. Casteel (1977) notes that Russian researchers were using a method similar to 

MNI as far back as the 1880s, but it was not until the 19S0s, with work by T.E. White and 

J. A. Shotwell in North America, that use of the MNI counting technique began to receive 

more attention. White (1953:397,1954) deHnes MNI as the method to "separate the most 

abundant element found ... into right and left components and use the greater number as 

the unit of calculation." White postulated that humans distinguished between right and 

left skeletal elements and would differentially transport body parts with this in mind. 

Shotwell (1955:335; 1958:272) was concerned with determining relative taxonomic 

densities of a region. He argued that animals living in closer proximity to the site would 

have a greater chance of being more abundantly represented than ones living further 

away. Accordingly, higher numbers of certain taxa and more complete skeletons would 

indicate that those taxa lived relatively close to the site. Grayson (1978, 1984:80) has 

since argued that Shotwell's methodology was faulty because his technique of measuring 

species abundance was strongly correlated with NISP. 

Grayson (1979:207,1984:29) and Horton (1984) argue that the major weakness of 

MNI sums is that they are subject to aggregation error and they wam that the only way to 

avoid these effects is if the sample size is evenly distributed across the site. However, 

results from experimental studies carried out in sampling shell middens indicate that 

samples are not always evenly distributed (Meighan et al. 1958:4). Grayson (1984:33) 

suggests that one way to avoid this problem is to quantify minimum numbers using 

different aggregation units and "then use the resultant numbers to determine ratios of 

taxonomic abundance." Accordingly, MNI values will be dependent on the size of the 
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"faunal aggregates" (Grayson 1984:203-204). That is, the smaller the faunal aggregate, 

the higher the MNI value will be. Horton (1984:269) postulates that the "degree of 

vertical mixing" can be determined by looking at the ratio of aggregate MNIs based on 

arbitrary cuts and/or stratigraphic layers with the assemblage as a whole. The more 

pronounced the difference between the two totals, the greater the degree of movement. 

Klein and Cruz-Uribe (1984:26) justifiably argue that one of the major problems with the 

use of MNI counts is that there is no consensus as to how they should be calculated. This 

often leads to problems with conducting comparative studies of temporally and 

geographically similar faunal assemblages, excavated either by different people or 

employing different excavation techniques. 

Table 4.3. MNI counts forH  ̂from arbitrary cuts from 
Konam-ri.  ̂

Level MNI 
A 1 
B 11 
C 18 
0 12 
E 1 
F 3 
G 2 

Aaareaate total 48 

Aggregated total takirig assemblage as a whole 38 

An example of the problem of aggregation can be seen in Table 4.3. The data 

were derived from fish detritus firom the Konam-ri faunal assemblage. Taking ten 

centimeter arbitrary cuts, the MNI counts were determined per level. Table 4.3 lists the 

arbitrary levels as "A," "B," "C," etc. The totals from each cut were then aggregated to 

determine the MNI for fish (in this case 48). Taking the assemblage as a whole, the 

highest MNI count was then calculated, and the resulting MNI total was much smaller 
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(only 38). The problem of aggregation is clear as there is a significant difference between 

the aggregated total from the arbitrary cuts (48) and the combined sum taking the 

assemblage as a whole (38). Thus, depending on the way one aggregates MNI totals, 

there is the potential to lead to very different MNI counts, which in turn could bias 

interpretations of the data. In the analysis below these same arbitrary cuts are employed 

to examine variation in the faunal assemblage. If the faunal remains were simply 

aggregated the MNI counts would probably be smaller than the combined total from the 

arbitrary cuts. 

Discussion ofNISP and MNI counts 

...it can be said that it is not so much the MNI and NISP that are in error, but 

people's expectations of what they can do with them (Ringrose 1993:133). 

Grayson (1979:200) correctly notes that "faunal analysts rarely treat any measure 

of taxonomic abundance as providing, in and of itself, an absolute measure of the 

abundance of the taxon involved. Rather, each measure is usually meant to provide 

information on the abundance of each taxon in relation to the other taxa in the collection." 

In the past Grayson (1979:202) has argued that "because of the problem of specimen 

interdependence" NISP counts "cannot simply be assumed to be an qipropriate unit to use 

as a measure of taxonomic abundance." However, he (1984) has more recently suggested 

that NISP counts may be better suited for examining taxonomic diversity, and some of his 

most recent work employs NISP instead of MNI counts for exactly this type of research 

(e.g. Grayson 1991). Gilbert and Singer (1982:32) ran computer simulations of faunal 

data sets and found that NISP was often better than MNI for estimating numbers of 

species relative to one another. This corresponds well with other researchers' predictions 
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that MNI are less reliable than NISP (Plug and Plug 1990; Turner 1980; Turner and 

Fieller 198S), but this depends on what one is trying to predict 

On the whole, Klein and Cruz-Uribe (1984:30-31) correctly note that both NISP 

and MNI counts "ignore the specific skeletal parts that make up a sample." Gamble 

(1985) has argued that this is one of the major weaknesses of Grayson's woiic up to 1984, 

but which is still evident in his 1991 research. This probably is due to the fact that 

Grayson, with a paleontological approach to these types of analyses, is more interested in 

species diversity than cultural patterns; though in his most recent woilc skeletal element 

representation is given (Grayson and Delpech 1994). 

Measuring Taphonomic Processes 

...his use of an MNE-like quantitative unit was appropriate; the overall number of 

individual animals was of less analytical importance than trying to understand 

why some skeletal elements of those animals occur in high frequencies whereas 

other skeletal parts occurred in low frequencies (Lyman I994b:52; writing on 

Vooiliies' use of MNE counts in his 1969 woric; emphasis added). 

Lyman (1994b:50) correctly notes that recently the scale of zooarchaeological 

analysis has changed from an emphasis on the relative abundances of individual taxa to 

one that is designed to deal with variation in the relative numbers of different skeletal 

elements or anatomical regions of a single taxon. The two counting units that have 

received the most attention in dealing with this are MNE and MAU. 

Minimum number of elements (MNE) 

MNE, though it can in some cases be analogous to MNI, is generaUy used to 

represent the minimum number of certain parts or sections of various elements (Binford 
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1984:50). Lyman (1994a: 102) notes that researchers often "make it clear that the MNE 

values they publish are not necessarily the minimum number of anatomically complete 

skeletal elements (analogous to MNI), but rather are often of some portion of a skeletal 

element," such as, the distal end of a femur or the proximal end of a radius. MNE can 

also be considered an ordinal scale measurement and is subject to the same aggregation 

error as MNI counts are. An example of MNE sums can be found in Table 4.4, which is 

data from Konam-ri, of the most abundant terrestrial faunal skeletal element present 

(femur) in the Neolithic midden. Looking at each scan site (as defined by Lyman 1984) 

of a typical femur, the various MNE counts are listed. To get the MNI for the femur in 

this case, the highest MNE count would be used. 

Table 4.4. Example of MNE/MAU table for 
the 'scan sites' of a terrestrial mammal 

femur. The abbreviations for the scan sites 
are from Lyman (1984). NISP counts were 
listed only once in the column representing 

the most abundant region. 
Anatomical region NISP MNE MAU 

FE1 2.05 1.025 
FE2 1 0.5 
FE3 1 0.5 
FE4 28 6.25 3.125 
FES 0.8 0.4 
FE6 0 0 
FE7 1 0.5 

Minimum animal units (MAU) 

MAU is an ordinal scale measurement and can be deHned as the minimum 

number of animal units found in an assemblage (Binford 1984:51). This quantification 

method was first used by Binford (1984) because he found ethnoarchaeological data 

suggested that humans did not differentially transport body parts depending on side, but 
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rather based more on relative economic utility. Grayson (1984:89) notes that Binford's 

MAU quantification method is a "normed specimen count" and, as such, avoids many of 

the problems that seem to plague MNI calculations. MAU is determined by dividing the 

present MNE by the number of skeletal elements that are normally found in a skeleton. 

For example, if the MNE for femora is 2 and because there are normally two femora in a 

standard skeleton, then dividing the MNE (2) by the number of femora found in a 

skeleton (2) would give us an MAU count of 1. That is, there would be at least one of 

that type of animal present at the site. An example of MAU counts is given for femoral 

specimens from Konam-ri (Table 4.4). 

Grayson (1984:90) asserts that MAU is affected by some of the same problems 

that plague MNI. As with MNI, MAU does not take into account age, sex, and/or body 

size of the indivdual animal. An advantage that MAU has over MNI is that it involves 

less rounding error, because one is not distinguishing between left and right specimens 

with the former method. Another advantage that MAU has over MNI is there are often 

times when certain skeletal elements cannot be "sided" (e.g. determining whether it is a 

left or right specimen or where side is irrelevant, as with vertebrae). When quantifying 

MNIs these indeterminate sided specimens would be absent from the analysis, which in 

turn could bias the interpretations. 

Binford (1984) went even further by employing %MAU. Interested in 

standardizing the economic utility of certain parts he took the highest MAU value and 

made it equal to 100%. All of the other MAU values would then be calculated as a 

proportion of the highest MAU count For instance, if the highest MAU was 10, then the 

%MAU value would be 100%. If the next highest MAU count is 5, then its %MAU 

value would be 50%, because it is exactly one-half of the highest MAU value. Lyman 
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(1994a: 106-107) correctly states that using this ratio measurement "removes the effects of 

sample size when comparing different sized assemblages." 

Discussion of counting methods 

Even though there are many problems with the various counting methods a few 

suggestions will be offered here. Grayson (1984) has suggested that for relative 

taxonomic abundances and diversity it might be better to use NISP counts. Sample size is 

clearly a problem when attempting to employ minimum numbers (i.e. MNI, MNE, 

MAU), and there is no "minimum" number that could possibly be set whereas the use of 

the minimum count would seem more valid, mainly because no two faunal assemblages 

are identical. Because of the problems of aggregation, one must use extreme caution 

when manipulating minimum numbers. When looking at skeletal element representation 

to reconstruct economic utility, one will have a tendency to rely more on MNE and MAU 

counts. NISP and MNI data should still be listed. In addition, as Gilinsky and 

Bennington (1994) note, knowing the degree of disturbance at a site may help in 

determining which quantification method is more applicable. 

Finally, because of interest in relative economic utility and differential processing 

of the faunal remains firom Konam-ri, MNE and MAU counts are employed extensively. 

For instance, when analyzing differential processing of fish skeletons it would be better to 

standardize the counts for each anatomical region (i.e. making each region equal), as 

different skeletal areas of a pisciform skeleton have different total numbers. Thus, for 

this section MAU is utilized. The same concept can be applied to the analysis of the 

terrestrial faunal remains. In this section interested in examining variation in differential 

discard of anatomical regions MAU would normally have to be used. However, because 
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the same anatomical regions across different assemblages are compared MNE counts are 

employed. 

In addition, NISP is utilized. For instance, raw data counts of pottery sherds, land 

mammal remains and fish detritus from the Bronze Age and Neolithic shell middens are 

compared. Because three entirely different variables from different excavations are being 

analyzed, it would be better to use NISP. This avoids problems with aggregation, 

particularly because the data were accumulated by different researchers at different times 

using different quantification methods. Because of the problems inherent in all the 

counting units no one method is perfect, but all techniques should be tried and the best 
k 

one for each particular situation employed. Understanding how the counting units are 

derived will be more evident in chapters five and six. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EVTOENCE FOR STORAGE 

Introdttction 

It is clear sedentarism appears in Korea before the introduction of s^culture 

(chapter two). Aikens (1981) and Rhee and Choi (1992) note that evidence used to 

support the argument for sedentary life in Neolithic Korea includes pottery, other storage 

facilities (e.g. storage pits), and middens. Chulmun pots are simple to make, but due to 

large size and fragility would have been difficult to transport around the landscape (K.D. 

Bae, personal communication 1996). Thus, the pots found at Neolithic localities were 

probably created speciHcally for use there. Even though dwellings, associated with the 

Neolithic middens at Konam-ri, have yet to be found, evidence of Chulmun vessels 

suggests that the inhabitants' permanent camp or village was not far away. What could 

have allowed these coastal fisher-hunter-gatherers to remain in one spot year-round 

without relying on stored agricultural products during periods of seasonal stress? The 

caching of other resources would have facilitated sedentarism at Konam-ri. However, is 

it possible to pinpoint what resources were being stored by the Konam-ri inhabitants? It 

is suggested here that evidence exists of at least one Qrpe of resource that was stored. 

Evidence of differentially processed Hsh remains (storable materials) from 

archaeological sites may indicate storage (chapters one and three; see also Butler 1990; 

Butler and Chatters 1994). As Lyman (1987) has argued, multiple lines of evidence are 

needed to build a strong case for reconstructing what activities occurred at a site. There 

have been two main methods in building an indirect case for storage through analysis of 

frsh bones (Butler 1990). The first is determining if density-mediated destruction was a 

major process. If density-mediated destruction was intense, then it can be assumed that 
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whole fish were deposited at the site, followed by in situ destruction. If density played a 

minimal role, then it can be asserted that cultural processing of fish occurred (Butler and 

Chatters 1994). The second major method is to examine body part representation. That 

is, differences in skeletal element representation suggest transport and possibly storage 

(Butler 1993). A somewhat newer method, employing a series of trivariate scatterplots, 

in the third section presents evidence the Konam-ri inhabitants differentially processed 

fish on a regular basis. These three methods will be discussed in more detail in the 

analysis below. The possibility of cooking the fish also must be factored out in building 

an argument for storage and this will be discussed below. Hnally, in order to use 

evidence of differential processing of fish in building a case for storage, it must be 

examined from a broader perspective. This will be the focus of the final section. 

Density-mediated destruction 

Differential transport and in situ destruction of skeletal elements have the 

potential of leaving similar effects on faunal assemblages (Kreutzer 1992:271; Lyman 

1985:226). In the late 1960s woric by Guthrie (1967) and Brain (1967, 1969) led to the 

realization that bone survivorship could be dependent on such properties as "bone 

structure, porosity, morphology, size, and density" (Kreutzer 1992:271; Lyman 1984). 

Lyman (1994a:236) states that Brain's studies were of particular importance, not only 

because they showed that density plays an important role m the formation of an 

archaeological assemblage, but that they also "began with the implicit assumption that the 

bones studied represented once complete skeletons, the assumption all taphonomists must 

make in studies of skeletal part frequencies" (emphasis in original). Lyman (1994a:258) 

argues that the probability of differential transport having occurred at a site must be 
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determined to be "independent of (must not correlate with) the probability that the 

skeletal part will survive density-mediated attritional processes." 

Butler (1990:19), in a review of fish transport studies, states that it is "not to deny 

that human transport of carcasses may have occurred in the past, but rather to point out 

that the factors controlling hunter-gatherer transport decisions are not reducible to two or 

three adaptive strategies and the importance of distinguishing differentiated transport 

from in situ destruction." She continues, as others have argued (Grayson 1989; Kreutzer 

1992; Lyman 1984, 1985, 1994a), that whether or not density-mediated destruction took 

place must fu^t be determined (Butler 1990:20, 1993). Grayson (1989) has postulated 

that if a strong positive correlation exists between MAU (Minimum Animal Units; 

discussed in chs^ter four) and density, then in situ destruction probably was intense. 

Butler (1990) and Butler and Chatters (1994) determined density scores for a 

number of Hsh skeletal elements. They note that in almost all cases the vertebrae had the 

highest densities, which led them to draw the conclusion that, "all things being equal 

vertebrae should resist destruction better than most cranial bones" (Butler and Qiatters 

1994:417). Cranial elements have been found to be destroyed more quickly than 

vertebrae because of less mechanical strength and greater surface areas (Lubinski 

1996:175). Butler (1990:29) asserts that if whole Hsh carcasses were discarded at the 

site, and density-mediated destruction was intense, then far fewer cranial specimens 

should be recovered. Accordingly, a positive correlation determined between fish MAU 

counts and density scores would represent just such a situation. If no correlation exists 

between the two variables then cultural processing occurred, where the heads and bodies 

of fish were deposited in different locations (Butler and Chatters 1994). 

For this analysis bivariate scatterplots of fish remains versus density were 

analyzed, using the density scores for fish as defined by Butler (1990). During the 
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Table 5.1. Small fish from Konurhti. NISP, MNE, and MAU counts offish broken down by 
cultural period. Fish bulk density values as defined by Butler 1990. 

NeoBthic period Bronze Age period 
skeletal element bulk density NISP MNE MAU NISP MNE MAU 

vomer 0.053 1 0.9 0.9 
parasphenoid 0.064 1 0.75 0.75 
frontal 0.044 9 4.65 2.325 
pre-maxilla 0.062 26 13.75 6.875 1 
maxilla 0.076 40 24 12 1 0.9 0.45 
dentary 0.042 41 22.1 11.05 1.5 0.4 0.2 
angular 0.063 19 13.5 6.75 
preopercle 0.038 24 11 5.5 
subopercle 0.021 14 7.85 3.925 
opercle 0.036 14 3.65 1.825 
interopercle 0.024 2 1.4 0.7 
palatine 0.04 5 4.7 2.35 1 0.95 0.475 
ectopterygoid 0.027 2 2 1 
quadrate 0.084 36 23 11.5 
hyomandibular 0.056 11 5.4 2.7 
epihyal 0.027 0 0 0 
ceratohyal 0.04 16 13.15 6.575 
hypohyal 0.051 4 3.45 1.725 
posttemporal 0.048 1 1 0.5 
scapula 0.06 3 ^05 1.025 
cleithrum 0.037 9 3.85 1.93 
coracoid 0.039 0 0 0 
basipterygium 0.08 5 4.2 2.1 
vertebrae 0.184 255 188 5.22 6 5 0.139 
ribs and rays 1820 922.25 102 51.75 

analysis fish detritus were divided into only two size categories (large and small), due 

mainly to the fact that a Hsh comparative collection did not exist in the Museum (as 

discussed in chapter two). Because the Bronze Age samples were very small (compare 

Bronze Age and Neolithic data from Tables S.l and S.2) only bivariate scatterplots 

between density and the Neolithic fish remains were examined. 

There is a great deal of natural variation in the number of vertebrae and ribs 

between different species of fish. In addition, there is variation even among Hsh of the 

same species (e.g. depending on the temperature of the water) (Wheeler & Jones 1989). 
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Table 5.2. Large fish from Konam-ri. NISP, MNE, andMAU counts of fish broken down by 
cultural period. Fish bulk density values as defined by Butler 1990. 

NeoBthic period Brome Age period 
skeletal element bulk density NISP MNE hAAU NISP MNE MAU 

vomer 0.053 1 0.75 0.75 
parasphenoid 0.064 13 7.2 7.2 
frontal 0.044 80 39.8 19.9 2 1.4 0.7 
pre-maxilla 0.062 62 35.6 17.8 3 1.95 0.975 
maxilla 0.076 62 45.45 22.725 5 3.7 1.85 
dentary 0.042 101 45.2 22.6 9 3.35 1.675 
angular 0.063 37 26.15 13.075 1 0.75 0.375 
preopercle 0.038 76 36 18 4 1.25 0.625 
subopercle 0.021 39 22.25 11.125 
opercie 0.036 85 37.95 18.975 3 3 1.5 
interopercle 0.024 1 0.65 0.325 
palatine 0.04 16 11.55 5.775 
ectopterygoid 0.027 1 1 0.5 
quadrate 0.084 29 17.3 8.65 1 0.4 0.2 
hycmandibular 0.056 23 12.75 6.375 1 0.75 0.375 
epihyai 0.027 3 2.8 1.4 
ceratohyal 0.04 34 25.6 12.8 
hypohyal 0.051 4 4 2 
posttemporal 0.048 16 11.45 5.725 
scapula 0.06 5 4.05 2.025 
cleithrum 0.037 8 3 1.5 
coracoid 0.039 2 1.7 0.85 
basipterygium 0.08 11 7.7 3.85 
vertebrae 0.184 273 177.25 4.92 12 10.75 0.299 
ribs and rays 1293 616.75 93 45.75 

Though in Korea detailed analysis of the range of veitebrae and ribs that different species 

of fish possess has yet to be conducted (HX Lee, Korean Ocean Research & 

Development Institute [KORDI], personal communication 1996), rough numbers were 

obtained for the vertebrae counts of Chrysophrys major (sea bream) and Lateolabrax 

japonicus (sea bass), the two most conunon fish species found at Konam-ri (based on 

dentary and pre-maxilla NISP counts). Chrysophyrys major has 24 vertebrae and 

Lateolabrax japonicus has 36 (S. Kim, KORDI, personal communication 1996). ̂  The 

vertebrae were not distinguished from among the different species and in order to get a 

minimum number the higher vertebrae count was used (in this case, Lateolabrax 
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Figura 5.1. Bivariato scattarplot of dmwity varaus MAU 
counts for small fish (danslty scoras aa dafinad by 
Butiar [199Cq: MAU aa dafinad by Binford [1984]). 
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Figura 5.2. Bivariata acattarplot of dansity varaua MAU 
counts for larga fiati (dansity scorss aa dafinad by Butiar 
[1990]; MAU aa dafinad by Binford [1984]). 
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japonicus 36). Because of the variation m the number of ribs and spines that are found in 

Hsh, they were not quantified when determining MAU counts, addition, in Butler 

(1990) and Butler and Chatter's (1994) sUidies density counts were not determined for the 
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salmonid ribs. Accordingly, even if the MAU counts were quantified for the large and 

small fish ribs they could not be used in the analysis to determine the degree of density-

mediated destruction. 

According to Figure 5.1 the vertebrae MAU count for the small fish is a clear 

outlier. Statistical analysis also suggests a weak statistically non-significant correlation 

between density and small fish MAU counts (r = 0.308, N = 24, P s 0.143). When 

analyzing the large fish and density scores (Hgure 5.2) the veitebrae MAU count again 

was a clear outlier. Statistical analysis indicated that no relationship at all exists between 

the two categories (r = 0.0005, N s 24, P s 0.999). According to these results, the low 

correlation between small fish MAU and density suggests that whole fish carcasses were 

rarely deposited in the midden (Butler 1990). However, the lack of a correlation between 

the large fish MAU count and density suggests whole large pisciformes were almost 

never discarded into the midden. 

Body part frequency 

Analysts have argued that a difference in the ratio of fish cranial to postcranial 

remains is indicative of difiierential processing (Butler 1990, 1993; Wheeler and Jones 

1989). A higher ratio of fish cranial to postcranial sections would indicate that the 

inhabitants were transporting carcasses to another location after removing and depositing 

the heads (Butler 1993:9). 

Using MNE counts, Butler (1993) determined that the average fish skeleton 

consists of approximately 42% cranial and 58% postcranial parts (see Figure 5.3). The 

cranial and postcranial MNE counts fiom Konam-ri were quantified and gn^hed to 

examine the relationship between the two sums (Figure 5.3; data from Table 5.3). If 
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Figure 5.3. Frequency of fish cranial and postcranial 
remains. MNE data for the large and small fish counts 
are from Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The standard fish 
percentages are from Butler (1993:11*12). Standard 
cranial MNE percentage should be around 42% and for 
postcranial n%. 
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Table 5.3. MNE counts of cranial and 
postcranial regions from fist) detritus. 
Butler (1990) defines a standard fish 
as consisting of 42% cranial and 58% 

postcranial sections. 
cranial postcranial 

small fish 172 201 
standard fish 42 58 
large fish 388 208 

whole fish were deposited at the site and in situ destruction was not intense, then roughly 

42% of the total MNE counts should represent cranial elements and 58% the postcranial 

section. According to Figure 5.3 there is a major difference between the percentage of 

cranial to postcranial parts of the large fish. That is, over 65% of the total MNE sums for 

the large fish is accounted for by skeletal elements in the cranial region. This suggests 

that the cranial sections were being discarded in the midden and bodies transported 

elsewhere. However, a different pattern was found with the smaller fish. There was 

roughly a one to one ratio between the two anatomical regions and the pattern clearly 
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does not differ much from what a typical tlsh contains. This suggests that small fish had 

a tendency to be deposited in the midden whole. 

Regularity in discard behaviour 

For this section, a somewhat different method (different firom the above 

techniques) of showing differential discard of fish remains was devised. This technique 

not only examines body part representation, but at the same time analyzes the frequency 

or regularity of particular patterns without having to use a whole series of bar charts. It is 

based on Hsh anatomical regions and a series of trivariate scatterplots. To begin with, a 

standard fish skeleton was divided into three anatomical regions (regions as defined by 

Butler [1990]) (Figure 5.4; see Appendix B for lists of fish skeletal elements for each 

region). The trivariate scatterplot (Figure 5.4) below the picture of a standard fish 

skeleton shows where the three anatomical regions are located and describes where the 

points would lie if a whole fish carcass is discarded at the site. That is, if a whole carcass 

is deposited at the site, then the point should hypothetically fall in the middle. If there is 

a preponderance of cranial and paired fin remains then the points will be distributed 

closer to those comers of the graph and away from the vertebrae/rib region. If only the 

bodies were being discarded at the site then the points would fall away from the cranial-

MAU comer and closer to the vertebrae/rib-MAU section. The counting unit MAU is 

employed for this graph because it standardizes each anatomical region by making each 

section equivalent. As discussed in the last section, because of the natural variation that 

is often found in Hsh of the same species, let alone Hsh of different species, rib counts 

were not quantified. 

Data fn)m an already published study will be employed to illustrate this method 

more clearly. Figure 5.5 (data from Table 5.4) is what the gr^h resembles, using data 
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CRANIAL \ PAIREO FINS 
VERTEBRAEmiBS 

FamOy Spaildn (sca-breams. pocgies) 

CRANIAL MAU-100% 

0% 0% 

ONE COMPLETE BODY 

VERTEBRAEMIBS MAU-100% PAIREO HNS MAU-100K 
0«. 

Figure 5.4. The picture of the sea bream shows the general areas of the anatomical 
regions that were derived for this part of the antiysis. The trivariate scatterplot 
represents three standardized anatondcal regioRS for a fish along each axis using 
MALI counts (as defined by Binford [1964]). The center point represents one 
complete body and is where the points would fal if a whole fish carcass is 
deposited at a site. 
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CRANIAL MAU-1Q0» 
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Figure 5,5. Trivariate scatterplot of fish remaihs fhim cultural and natural 
deposits of sainionld accumulations from the Padffc Northwest (data 
from Butler 1990). The points that M away from the CRANIAL MALI and 
PAIRED RNS MAU comers are the assemblages that Butler argued were 
natural accumulafons heavily affected by ih s^u attrition. The point f̂ ng 
away from the VERTEBRA ÎBS MAU region represents the cultural 
accumulation that Butler examined. At that site it was argued fish heads 
were discarded at the site and bodies transported elsewhere. 

CRANIAL MAU-100% 

VERTEBRAEWIBS MAU-100* PAIRED FINS MAU-100* 

Figure 5.6. Trivartate scatterplot of fish remains from Bronze Age shel middens 
from Konam-iL The two po  ̂represent aggregate totals from the whole middens 
(data from An 1991). 
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Table 5.4. Fish MAU counts from Bronze Age shell middens, 
(data 1mm An [1991aJ), and fmm natural and cultural salmonid 
accumulations fmm Northwestern North America (data fmm 

Butler[1990D. 

Unit Cranial 
MAUs 

Paired fins Postcranlal 
A1 (An) 10.5 1.5 0.467 
B1 (An) 31.5 4.5 1.64 
Duwamish (Butler) 28.5 0 44.9 
45 DO 285 (Butler) 47 64 0.06 
45 DO 211 (Butler) 0.5 1.5 4.63 

from Butler's analysis (1990). Butler, using the two methods employed above, studied a 

series of natural and cultural salmonid accumulations and found there were major 

differences in skeletal element representation. That is, the cultural assemblages had a 

tendency to have higher numbers of cranial remains, while the natural assemblages had 

more paired fms and vertebrae. The two points that fall below the center of the graph are 

Butler's natural accumulations, where whole fish were believed to have washed up on 

shore, during or following their spawning season, and then due to intense in situ 

destruction only the more dense elements survived. The results from the trivariate 

scatterplot appear to correspond well with the interpretation that Butler derived from her 

analysis. 

Another example is presented utilizing data from two of An's (1991a) Konam-ri 

Bronze Age middens (Figure 5.6, data from Table 5.4). All of the fish counts were 

combined and graphed on a trivariate scatterplot. The data from the two assemblages 

both fall in the cranial MAU comer, indicating that there is a relative paucity of fish 

vertebrae. This suggests that some differential processing and discard occiured. Even 

though the MAU counts are small, it appears that the Bronze Age Konam-ri inhabitants 

were differentially disposing of their fish remains. 
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CRANIAL MAU-iaQ% 

VERTEBRAEA ÎBS MAU-100% 
PAIRED FINS MAU-100% 

0% 

Rgura S.7. Trivariate scatterplot of small fish remains from Neolithic midden, broken down by 
10 centimeter arbitrary cut (data from Table 5.5). 

CRANIAL MAU-IOOK; 

0% 0% 

VERTEBRAE/RIBS MAU-1C0* PAIRED FINS MAU-100% 0% 

Figure 5.8. Trivariate scatterplot of large fish remains from Neofthic midden, broken down by 
10 centimeter arbftraiy cut (data from Table 5.5). 
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Table 5.5. MAU counts for large and srrtall fish from Konam-ri, broken down by anatomical 
region. 

small fish large fish 
level cranial paired fins vertebrae/rn)s cranial paired fins vertebrae/ribs 

a 0.625 0.35 0.167 1.8 0.45 0.104 
b 0.775 0.55 0.313 1.675 0.4 0.465 
c 0.975 0.45 0.576 5.55 0.3 0.583 
d 6.575 3.525 3.27 5.325 2.55 2.21 
e 2.4 0.3 0.681 8.4 1.25 0.5 
f 0.775 0 0.076 1.75 0.5 0.02 
g 0.3 0.15 0.104 1.05 0.725 0.048 
h 1.25 0.25 0.104 0.45 0 0.069 

The next series of trivariate scatterplots deal with the fish remains from the 

Neolithic midden from Konam-ri that were examined during 1995-96. The midden only 

appeared to be about 80 cm thick. For this part of the analysis a series of eight 10 cm 

arbitrary cuts were utilized. The arbitary cuts were labeled as "a-h," with "a" representing 

the most recent level and "h" the oldest The small and large fish were analyzed 

separately. Plotting the small fish remains suggests that in some cases whole fish 

carcasses were being deposited at the site (Figure 5.7; data from Table 5.5). Five of the 

eight levels fell around the center of the graph, which indicates that almost equal body 

portions could be accounted for by each anatomical region. This corresponds well with 

the results derived from the above analysis dealing with body part representation. The 

cranial:postcranial ratio was determined to be roughly 46:54%, suggesting that in some 

cases whole small fish were being deposited in the midden. 

Analysis of the large fish also appears to correspond with the above results as 

well. In the analysis above it was determined that a roughly 65:35% ratio existed 

between the cranial and postcranial sections of the large fish. The trivariate scatterplot 

(Figure 5.8; data from Table 5.5) shows that in most levels the fish heads were being 

deposited in the midden and the bodies discarded elsewhere. Again, as with the small 

pisciformes, it would appear that the Konam-ri inhabitants were processing/discarding 
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their large fish in a regular manner. In no case, with either the small or large Hsh data, 

did points fall in the vertebrae/rib-MAU comer, which would have suggested discard of 

only bodies of fish. 

Examining the possibility of intensive cooking offish remains 

It may be possible that the heads were discarded and the bodies broiled or boiled 

and consumed immediately. Or it may be that the fish were differentially processed for 

immediate consumption and served in different dishes, fo both cases, experimental 

research has indicated that destruction of cooked fish skeletal elements is strongly related 

to density (Lubinski 1996:175; Wheeler and Jones 1989:63; see chj^ter three for more 

detailed discussion). Accordingly, if the fish were cooked one may expect to have higher 

correlations between density and MAU counts, as there would be a representational bias 

towards the more dense elements. Qearly, from the above analysis there is a very weak 

correlation between density and MAU counts for fish from both size groups (Figure 5.1 

and 5.2). 

To examine the possibility of only the fish heads being cooked and consumed 

immediately bivariate scatterplots of MAU counts for large and small Hsh and density 

were again analyzed, this time only utilizing elements from the cranial region (Figures 

5.9, 5.10; data from Tables 5.1, 5.2). In the case of the small fish group (Figure 5.9) the 

correlation between MAU and density was relatively strong and significant (r = 0.576, N 

= 18, P = 0.012). However, the relationship between MAU counts for large fish and 

density indicated the correlation still remained weak and non-significant (r = 0.254, N = 

18, P = 0.309; Figure 5.10). Thus, it appears that the small fish heads were subjected to a 

greater degree of in situ destruction than the large pisciform cranial sections. This 

evidence may suggest that the small fish heads were being cooked before being discarded. 
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as density has been determined to play a role in the preservation of boiled and broiled fish 

bones (e.g. see Lubinksi 1996). However, the correlation between MAU counts for large 

fish cranial remains is still weak and non-significant. This suggests that the large Hsh 

heads were simply discarded in the midden without being subjected to intensive 

processing (e.g. boiling and/or broiling). This data corresponds well with the results 

derived from the trivariate scatterplots above. That is, complete small fish had a tendency 
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to be discarded together, indicating both sections were being processed for immediate 

consumption. On the other hand, with the large fish only the heads had a tendency to be 

deposited in the midden after processing, suggesting that the bodies were transported 

elsewhere. 

Discussion 

According to these results it would appear the small fish carcasses were more 

often discarded more or less intact into the midden, suggesting that small fish were being 

procured for immediate consumption. However, the large fish carcasses were being 

differentially processed and discarded with some regularity. Frequently the fish heads 

were being deposited in the midden and the bodies transported elsewhere, hence, the 

scarciQr of postcranial parts. Butler (1990; 1993; Butler and Chatters 1994) and Chatters 

(1984, 1987, 1995) have asserted that the absence of postcranial sections suggests the 

cultural use of stored fish at another location. However, cultural processing of fish is 

only indirect evidence of storage (chapter three). The bridging argument fit>m differential 

processing of fish to storage has to be made a little clearer, particularly with the Konam-ri 

data. 

Recovery bias must be accounted for when arguing for differential processing of 

fish remains (V. Butler, personal communication 1996). This bias can probably be 

factored out here. During the Konam-ri excavations 3mm screens were employed. If 

screen size was a biasing factor in the recovery of fish bones, it would have resulted in a 

greater number of smaller cranial elements being lost rather than the larger postcranial 

ones. Assuming this is true, then the dil^erence in body part representation would be 

even more pronounced. For instance, instead of an almost one to one relationship 

between cranial and postcranial regions of small fish (see Figure 5.4), if a greater number 
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of smaller cranial elements were lost, then this ratio would have changed in favor of the 

postcranial region. The same thing with the large feh group, bistead of a 65:35% ratio 

(see Figure 5.4) between the cranial/postcranial regions there would have been an 

increase in the percentage representing the latter. Thus, if recovery was a biasing factor 

the larger postcranial elements should have appeared more profusely. 

Nevertheless, one question still has not been addressed. If one is procuring fish 

for immediate consumption, why take the trouble of removing the heads and depositing 

them in the midden before cooking the bodies? Ethnographic studies of modem Korean 

fishermen and their methods of fish processing has yet to be done. However, in modem 

Korea, when some type of fish soup is served, the whole fish is usually included, head 

and all. This is not an attempt to apply the uniformitarianistic principle that just because 

modem Koreans boil whole fish. Neolithic Korean peoples were doing it to. However, if 

Neolithic peoples were consuming fish immediately, why take the trouble of differentially 

processing and disposing pisciformes? Fish heads have a tendency to have high 

quantities of oil and meat, and if given time would be worth processing, particularly by 

boiling (Butler 1990). Accordingly, if the Konam-ri inhabitants' intention was for 

immediate consumption would it not have been better to just consume the whole fish? In 

retum for just a little more in terms of labor investment, the oil and meat from the large 

fish heads would be easily accessible through boiling. Assuming this is tme, why would 

fish be differentially processed at Konam-ri? In other words, why would the most dense 

and abundant skeletal elements (i.e. vertebrae) q)pear so rare in the midden? And why 

would the large fish heads {q>pear to have been just discarded into the midden without 

being processed? The answer is that the large fish heads were discarded in the midden 

and the bodies stored for delayed consumption (refer back to chapters one and three for 

discussion of differential processing of fish and its implications for storage). 
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In lefeiring back to the six implications that need to be present in order to build a 

case for storage (chapter one; Lyman 1991:87-88), at least three actually do exist at 

Konam-ri. There is unequivocal evidence of storage facilities (i.e. pottery) and storable 

materials (i.e. fish). In addition, as has been argued throughout this ch^ter, evidence 

exists of differential processed fish, which has often been used as indirect evidence of 

storage (e.g. research in Pacific Northwest). Evidence of intensive filleting of meat may 

be difficult to determine through analysis of the faunal remains. There is also no 

evidence of drying racks and/or material wealth goods in the Neolithic midden, though 

some of the latter were uncovered in the Bronze Age midden (e.g. jade pendant). 

Because of the reasons cited above and results from the above analysis, the 

argument is made that the Konam-ri inhabitants were storing large Hsh for delayed 

consumption, possibly in anticipation of seasonal flucmations in the resource base. 

Reliance on stored resources would have enhanced the ability to be sedentary at Konam-

ri. The implications of this (storage and sedentarism) will be further examined in the next 

chapter. 

Endnote 

1) These numbers appear to be an underestimate, as salmonids have over 50 vertebrae 

each (Butler 1990). The only way to actually determine the range of vertebrae that these 

fish possess would be to obtain a number of fish and dissect them. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CHANGE IN PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES 

Introduction 

The question that arises is why did the Konam-ri inhabitants change from relying 

heavily on fish and wild game during the Neolithic to a subsistence pattern that appears to 

have depended mote on agricultural products during the Bronze Age? Could it be that 

the Bronze Age Konam-ri inhabitants finally "realized a good thing?" As discussed in 

chapter one, people do not begin farming just because they have "realized a good thing." 

There must be a strong motivation for Hsher-hunter-gatherers to take up rice agriculture. 

In the Konam-ri case it may be because storage and sedentarism caused an increase in 

population. This resulted in intensification (and possibly overexploitation) of the 

resource base. The final outcome of intensification and diversification would have been 

an heavier dependence on agriculture. 

This chq)ter is a continuation of the faunal analysis of the Konam-ri assemblage. 

Evidence of storage and sedentarism (chi^ters two and five) may lead to an increase in 

population. This in turn could put increasing pressure on the resource base. Evidence for 

intensification and overexploitation of the resource base is sometimes difficult to detect 

in the archaeological record. However, in the first section of this chapter evidence will be 

presented arguing that intensification and possibly overexploitation of fish resources may 

have occurred at Konam-ri. The second part analyzes the apparent change in subsistence 

strategies between Neolithic and Bronze Age peoples. 
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Intensification and overexploitation 

There is a clear difference between the number of fish and tetrestrial mammal 

remains in the Neolithic midden. Over 90% of the total assemblage consists of fish 

detritus (based on NISP counts). The fish and land mammal NISP counts were plotted 

separately on line charts to see if variation existed. They were divided into the same 10 

cm arbitrary cuts employed in the last chq)ter. For this part of the analysis only 

specimens recovered from the 1994 excavation were quantified. There are two reasons 

for this. The first is that either the depths were not recorded for all of the specimens from 

all of the excavations or those records were in an unknown location. The second reason 

is that different excavators, during different field seasons used different starting depths. 

Because of the difficulty of trying to correlate the different excavation depths, only the 

data from the excavation that yielded the greatest amount of faunal material were utilized. 

Thus, the NISP data from Table 6.1 will not correspond directly with the data from 

Tables 5.1,5.2, and 6.7. 

Table 6.1. NISP counts of fish and land mammals from Neolithic 
midden, broken down by 10 cm arbitrary cut. 

a b c d e f g h 
fish 314 321 720 2362 475 87 45 61 
land mammal 27 10 38 30 54 9 13 24 

In examining the NISP counts of terrestrial remains through time a clearcut 

pattern does not exist (Figure 6.1; data fn)m Table 6.1). The oldest level ("h") produced 

almost the same NISP count as the youngest ("a"), while fluctuating in between. On the 

other hand, in looking at the fish NISP sums there appears to be a clear pattern (Figure 

6.2): from levels "f' to "e" there is an increase in the number of fish bones discarded and 
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an even more mariced increase from levels "e" to "d." After climaxing at level "d" the 

number of fish bones decreases through time. The difference between the number of fish 

and terrestrial mammal NISP counts discarded through time is statistically significant (X^ 

= 273.36, df = 7, P = 0.001). 
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The single discard events ("SDE"s; discussed in chi^ter two) firom the Neolithic 

midden were quantined to determine the number of accumulations per arbitrary cut and 

the average size of each discard event (Table 6.2a; see Appendix C for raw NISP counts 

for each SDE). It is in^rtant to keep in mind that the concept behind the "SDE" is an 

inference; yet to be proven archaeologically. To reiterate briefly, a single discard event 

(i.e. SDE) is defined as any group of faunal remains found in close proximity to one 

another. It has been postulated that SDEs have been uncovered in some Ertebolle shell 

midden sites (Andersen and Johansen 1986). These mounds had radii of roughly 10-15 

centimeters. The Konam-ri faunal remains were excavated, bagged, and labeled under 

this assumption (S.Y. So, personal communication 1996). The following sections that 

analyze SDEs are conducted under this supposition. Because of the various taphonomic 

processes that could have affected the site, the smaller accumulations may simply have 

been a result of postdepositional movement; thus, only accumulations with an NISP count 

of at least 10 were used. However, employing the arbitrary number 10 as a cutoff point 

does not rule out the possibility that postdepositional disturbance affected the larger 

accumulations as well. It is simply the arbitrary number utilized in this section of the 

analysis. 

In order to examine the data for Hner variation the midden deposit was broken 

down into 10 cm arbitrary levels (Table 6.2a; same levels as employed in chapter five). 

The lowest three levels (f-h) produced a total of only four single discard events and were 

not graphed when determining the mean NISP of each level's SDEs. It is difficult 

achieving statistically meaningful results if the mean NISP counts are derived ftom 

samples consisting of only one or two cases. A series of box plots representing the first 

five levels (a-e) were then utilized to determine the range and to see if any outliers were 

present According to Hgure 6.3 it is clear a few outliers exist in each of the cuts that 
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Figure 6.3. Box plots of the mean NISPs from the first five artxtrary cuts. The 
last three levels were not plotted due to an insufficient sample size (data from 
Appendix C). 
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Table 6.2a. Descrpdve statistics of the single discard events from the 
Neolithic midden, with outHers. 

Level A B C 0 E F G H 
N of cases 5 9 17 20 13 2 1 1 
Minimum 10 10 10 21 10 14 26 38 
Maximum 158 55 102 706 112 58 26 38 
Mean 42.4 24 31.06 108.3 30.39 36 26 38 

Table 6.2b. Only levels A-E, without outliers 
Level A B C 0 E 
N of cases 4 7 15 18 12 
Minimum 10 10 10 21 10 
Maximum 19 24 65 143 52 
Mean 13.5 15.57 22.6 56.78 23.58 

a b e d e f g h  
ibWmycm 

Rgure 6.4. Number of tingl* discard •vwrtt from Ncolithle 
•hail mlddtn broken dowm by 10 em arbitrary cuts, "a' 
raprasants tha youngast aga, whila *h' rapraaanta tha 
oldaat 

may be biasing the mean NISPs of the SDEs by arbitrary level. After removing the 

outliers the means were again determined (Table 6.2b). 

The number of SDEs per arbitrary cut were plotted on a line chart (data from 

Tables 6.2a and 6.2b). Figure 6.4 shows that the number of SDEs increases dramatically 

at around level "e" and then after peaking at level "d," there is a gradual decline in die 

number of SDEs up to the most recent level ("a"). Figure 6.5 is a line chart of the mean 
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NISPs of the Ave most abundant arbitrary cuts. Due to small sample sizes levels "f-h" 

were not plotted. After a sharp peak in mean size from levels "e" to "d" there is an 

equally sharp decline from levels "d" to "c." This is followed by a gradual shrinking of 

the average size of each SDE per cut from levels "c" through "a." In Figures 6.4 and 6.5 

the lines peak at the same point (level "d") and are followed by a declme in numbers 

through time. The peak at level "d" could be a result of an increase in fish procurement 

intensity (fish NISP counts peaked at the same time; refer back to Figure 6.2). 

The ratio of large:small fish, broken down by the same arbitrary cuts as above, 

were analyzed to see if there was a change in proportions through time. According to 

Figure 6.6 (Table 6.3) clear variation between the levels existed. The most apparent 

difference was that level "d" was the only cut to have a large:small fish ratio of less than 

one. That is, in only level "d" was the small fish NISP count greater than the large fish 

NISP sum. If one recalls from the last chjq)ter, that it was ascertained that a tendency for 

whole small fish and only heads of large pisciformes were being deposited in the midden, 

then the ratio of smallrlarge fish should be more in favor of the former group if 

procurement focus was generalized. That is, if the inhabitants were procuring large and 
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Table 6.3. Ratio of large fish:small fish NISP counts 
perart)itnirycut 

l e v e l  a b o d e  f  a  h  
ratio 1.31 1.02 1.74 0.75 1.35 1.75 i14 1.4 

2.2 

c 

0.6 
d b f h a c g 

AitMraiyeiil 

Flgura 6.6. Ratio of largt to mnall flth NiSP counts 
parafbttrarycut 

small fish without bias deposition of whole small fish and only heads of large fish should 

result in more small fish skeletal elements being present. However, this is clearly not the 

case here. Higher large:small fish ratios suggests there was a preference for procurement 

of large fish over small ones throughout the Neolithic occupation. Procuring large fish 

over small has a number of advantages. Perh^s, chief among them is the larger the Hsh 

procured, the higher the yield per return. 

However, the outlier in this case (Rgure 6.6, level "d"), needs a clearer 

explanation. Data presented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 suggests that level "d" represents an 

increase in procurement intensity. The ratio of large:small fish being less than one (at 

level "d") may be suggesting that procurement was so intense at this time, the inhabitants 

were keeping whatever they caught, whether it be large or small; instead of focusing on 

large pisciformes. Even though the ratio from level "b" is approximately 1, there is a 
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noticeable difference in NISP counts from both levels "b" and "d" (refer back to Figure 

6.2). As discussed in chapter three, Hshermen need a clear understanding of a fish's 

movement and habitat in order to make a living off the sea. Thus, this trend through time 

(Figure 6.6) probably does not reflect fishermen's "luck." 

Discussion 

There is probably a discemable reason why the Konam-ri inhabitants' discard 

patterns changed through time. That is, if they were able to discard as many fish bones in 

level "d" and of similar sizes, they should have been able to produce similar numbers of 

SDEs through time, but comparable discard intensity is not evident firom any of the other 

levels. It may be possible the Konam-ri inhabitants changed the location of their 

discarded materials through time, but the only other Neolithic midden found in the area 

exposed very few faunal remains (An 1991a). Assuming that preservation circumstances 

were similar, it would appear that the Neolithic populations were discarding their detritus 

in this midden and not spreading it around. If a similar number of inhabitants were living 

at Konam-ri throughout this time period they should have been able to procure and 

discard similar numbers of fish as they had during level "d." This assumption is based on 

the similar sizes of the shell middens from both cultural periods. As discussed in chapter 

three Cook and Treganza (19S0) found a positive correlation between size of the shell 

midden and human population. If archaeological sampling of the midden is not a major 

problem, then the fact that they did not discard as many Hsh into the midden with similar 

intensity as level "d" suggests the inhabitants were doing one (or more) of a number of 

things. For instance, they may have been gradually changing their subsistence pattern to 

something that has not been uncovered in the Neolithic midden. On the other hand, some 

of the inhabitants could have been outmigrating and moving inland. The latter reason 
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may help explain the decrease in size of the SDEs. That is, a smaller population may 

have been procuring less fish and wild game. 

It is true that there are many "ifs" in the previous paragraph, but there are clear 

differences between Neolithic and Bronze Age subsistence strategies. As discussed in 

ch^ter one, the change from relying on wild game and fish to rice agriculture should not 

be seen as an "event." It is probably better to think of it as a "process;" in this case, one 

that began with storage, sedentarism, and population pressure. The increase in population 

forced intensification of the resource base and the decline in numbers that subsequently 

followed. All of this led to the apparent change in subsistence between the two cultural 

periods. This will be the subject of the next section. 

Change in subsistence between the Neolithic and Bronze Age 

Based on the analysis presented previously, it appears that if the Konam-ri 

population remained similar dirough time and they did not change the location of their 

midden, then the inhabitants were gradually relying less heavily on fish. That is, they 

appear to have been replacing this resource with something else. This change in 

subsistence may have been towards a product that provided higher yields per unit land per 

unit time (e.g. millet and rice). It is clear that by the time the Bronze Age began in this 

region the Konam-ri inhabitants were relying more heavily on agricultural products (An 

1991a). Preliminary comparative analysis of both cultural components from Konam-ri 

suggests there are many differences in faunal procurement patterns between the Neolithic 

and Bronze Age. Because the analyzed Bronze Age component was relatively small the 

Neolithic midden remains were compared with data from two of An's (1991a) Bronze 
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Age shell mounds. However, a few preliminary comparisons between the Bronze Age 

and Neolithic components are made below, using only data accumulated during 1995-96. 

Comparing NISP counts 

The NISP counts for pottery, terrestrial mammals, and fish from each of the three 

middens were aggregated by way of an inter-midden comparison. Even though the 

middens are of comparable area (Kim and An 1990; Kim and Sim 1990; Kim and So 

1995), in all three cases the Neolithic NISP counts were greater than those for the Bronze 

Age (see Figure 6.7, Table 6.4). While the Neolithic sherds were almost three times as 

abundant as the Bronze Age ceramics, the Neolithic terrestrial mammal and fish remains 

were also proportionately more common. Qii-square analysis indicates that the 

difference between NISP counts of fish, terrestrial mammal, and pottery sherds from the 

three middens is statistically significant (X^ s 240.2, P - 0.001, df = 4). Because An 

(1991a) did not quantify the ribs and rays of the fish fn)m the Bronze Age middens, these 

elements were not added to the Neolithic fish NISP count; if they had been, then the 

difference in sample size of fish detritus would have been even more significant (refer 

back to Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for NISP counts of fish ribs and rays). 

The ratios for pottery and fish NISP counts from both the Bronze Age and 

Neolithic were then determined to examine proportional difiierences between artifactual 

material and fish detritus, holding land mammal NISPs from both periods constant 

(Figure 6.8, Table 6.5). The ratio of pottery sherdsrterrestrial mammal NISP counts 

indicates no trend, but the ratio for fish:land manmials shows a strong decrease from 

Neolithic to Bronze Age. In the latter case, the ratio was over two times greater in the 

Neolithic than in the Bronze Age. This is based on the fact that the fish NISP count from 

the Neolithic was almost six times greater than those from the Bronze Age. Because of 
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and fish remains from NeoTrthic md Bronze Age shell 
mounts. A1 and B1 represent cHfferentBmnze Age shell 

middens (Bronze Age data from An [1991a]). 
Culture Pottery NISP Lsnd Mammal NISP Fish NISP 

A1 144 93 105 
B1 183 105 292 
Neolithic 406 285 1611 

Table 6.5. Data for ratio NISP counts 
Culture Pottery:Land Mammal Fish: Land Mammal 

A1 1.55 0.89 
B1 1.74 Z78 

Neolithic 5.65 

A1 

NeoOlhic 
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Aga mlddana (data from An 1991a) and Naonthle pottary 
NISP data from Kim ft So (1995). Nota: tha aealaa for aaeh 
of tha flguraa ara diffarant 
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the heavier reliance on flsh during the Neolithic, the earlier cultural period produced a 

nsh:land mammal ratio far greater than that generated by the later cultural period. 

Analysis of single discard event (SDE) composition 

In this section the different components from each SDE were analyzed and 

compared between the Neolithic and Bronze Age. As discussed above, the concept 

"SDE" is an inference, that must be employed carefully. Pearson correlation statistics 

were determined to look at the relationship between the large Hsh, small fish, and land 

manmials (Table 6.6). The only problem with this part of the analysis is that the sample 

from the Bronze Age had only 11 cases, while the Neolithic had 68; thus the conclusions 

drawn from this study should be seen as preliminary. The results from this analysis 

indicate that the biggest difference between the two cultural periods was the correlation 

between large and small pisciformes. It q)pears that during the Neolithic, the Konam-ri 

inhabitants were depositing both large and small fish in similar quantities (r = 0.891, P = 

O.OOOS), but during the Bronze Age there is no correlation between large and small 

pisciform detritus (r = -0.190, P = 0.575). Thus, it would appear that in the Neolithic the 

inhabitants were discarding both large and small flsh at the same time, whereas during the 

Bronze Age they were disposing of small or large fish at a given time. The latter 

procurement strategy may indicate that the Konam-ri inhabitants were depositing the 

remains of individual meals (see Andersen and Johansen 1986 for a similar discussion). 

The term "event" in single discard event has temporal connotations, rather than spatial. 

Accordingly, it is implied here that during the Neolithic both large and small fish were 

being deposited in the same spot at the same time. 
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6.6. Pearson oonelaton matrix for large fish, srrtall fish, and 
terrestrial mammals counts. 

Culture Variable 
Neolithic (P = 0.0005) Large fish Small fish Land mammal 

Large fish 1 
Small fish 0.891 1 
Land mammal 0.127 0.062 1 

Bronze Age (P = 0.495) Large fish Small fish Land mammal 
Large fish 
Small fish 
Land mammal 

1 
-0.19 
-0.335 

1 
-0.267 1 

Terrestrial mammal skeletal element representation 

As discussed in chapter five, with differential transport of Hsh anatomical 

sections, terrestrial mammalian body parts are also differentially transported. Differential 

body part representation in the terrestrial mammals does not necessarily indicate storage, 

though some have postulated it may (e.g. Soffer 1989). Before any analysis of skeletal 

element representation of an assemblage can be conducted, the degree of density-

mediated destruction should first be determined (Kreutzer 1992; Lyman 1994a). In this 

section density scores for deer (as deHned in Lyman [1984,1985]) are employed. Pig and 

deer remains are not difficuh to differentiate, but because the sample size was small all of 

the terrestrial remains, clearly larger than the size of a rat or bird, were combined.^ The 

highest MAU counts from each scan site (from Lyman 1984, 1985) for each skeletal 

element were determined and plotted. Figure 6.9 is a bivariate scatterplot of the results of 

density and terrestrial mammal MAU counts (data from Table 6.7). Statistical analysis 

suggests that there is a weak but statistically non-significant correlation between the two 

variables (r = 0.319, N = 18, P = 0.197). Thus, as with the fish, density appears to have 

influenced the skeletal element representation of the terrestrial mammalian assemblage 

minimally. 



Table 6.7. Taxon size 2-5 terrestrial tounal NISP, MNE, MAU, and 
density from Neolithic midden. Volume density values as defined by 

Lyman (1984). 
BONE VOLUME DENSITY NISP MNE MAU 

Cervical 0.19 1 1 0.167 
Thoradc 0.24 4 2.9 0.483 
Lumbar 0.29 1 0.5 0.083 
Scapula 0.36 3 1 0.5 
Humerus 0.24 13 2 1 
Ulna 0.44 2 1 0.5 
Radius 0.42 18 3.45 1.725 
Metacarpal 0.56 1 1 0.5 
Rib 0.4 70 14.45 0.556 
Innominate 0.27 20 2.1 1.05 
Femur 0.37 28 6.25 3.125 
Tibia 0.5 19 4.6 3.2 
Astragalus 0.47 3 2.6 1.3 
Metatarsal 0.55 10 1.6 0.8 
1st phalanx 0.36 2 2 0.25 
2nd phalanx 0.28 9 8.65 1.08 
3rd phalanx 0.25 4 4 0.5 
Maridible 0.31 6 1 0.5 

Rgur* 6 J. Bivariat* seattarplot of tarraatrlal mammal MAU eounta 
vartus daar minaral bona danaity, from NaolHhle middan 
(MAU as datinad In by Binford [1M4]; daar danslty seoraa from 
Lyrnm [1984]). 
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FIgura 6.10. MNI counts for MMh anatomical 
raglon if a wtwto daar carcass Is dlscardsd. 

Table 6.8. If a whole deer carcass 
Is discarded at a site and not 
affected by postdeposltional 

processes, then the MNI counts 
for each anatomlcat region will be 

the same. 
Anatomical region MNI 

hom/antler 1 
head 1 
neck 1 
axial 1 

upper fore 1 
lower fore 1 
upper hind 1 
lower hind 1 

feet 1 

To see if the discard of the terrestrial mammal body parts differed between 

cultural periods at Konam-ri the distribution of MNE counts across anatomical regions 

(as defined by Stiner [1994]) of terrestrial game were analyzed. Because the anatomical 

regions are being standardized to make each anatomical region equivalent, the 
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FIgur* 6.12. ComblMd dMr and pig MNE counts 
from Brant* Ago middm (data from An [I901a]). 

assumption is made that the MNI counts for each anatomical region for a terrestrial 

mammal will be equal if a complete carcass was deposited at a site and very little 

postdepositional destruction occurred (Figure 6.10, Table 6.8). Appendix D lists the 

number of skeletal elements that are noraially found in a deer carcass (from Stiner 

1994:244). In Stiner's (1994:242) analysis "raw MNE" counts were utilized to represent 

each anatomical region because she was interested in variation among the different faunas 
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Table 6.9. MNE counts for 
terrestrial mairunallan 

remains broken down by 
anatomical region, from 

NeoWhic midden. 
Anatomical rgqwn MNE 

axial 3 
upper fore 2 
upper hind 7 
lower fore 4 
lower hind 7 

feet 9 

Table 6.10. Amalgamated deer and pig 
MNE counts by anatomical region from 

Bronze Age middens (data from An 
[1991a]). 

anatomical region MNE 
axial 10 

upper fore 14 
upper hind 7 
lower fore 6 
lower hind 4 

feet 36 

and not just variation across a single faunal assemblage. Following along those lines, raw 

MNE counts are employed in the comparisons between the Konam-ri faunas. 

The Bronze Age materials analyzed during 199S-96 were few. Accordingly, the 

distributions of MNE counts from the Neolithic midden were compared with An's 

(1991a) data for combined deer and pig MNE sums firom the Bronze Age shell mounds 

that she analyzed (Figures 6.11-12, Table 6.9-10). An (1991a) did not specify if her totals 

represented NISP or MNE counts. For instance, she lists a total of Hfteen pig mandibles 

present in the Bronze Age middens, but it is not clear if these represent fifteen whole 

mandibles or parts of only a few different mandibles. Because of this problem the 

"hom/antler," "head," and "neck" regions are not employed. The other anatomical regions 

were described in a little mote detail (e.g. long bones are determined as whole, proximal, 

shaft, or distal part) (An 1991a: 172, 176) and are utilized in the subsequent analysis. 

Visually comparing the two summed bar charts (Figures 6.11 and 6.12) it would appear 

that the discard behaviour differed. The Neolithic remains show a great deal of 

variability in the discard patterns across anatomical regions. The skeletal element 

representation suggests the hind limbs were discarded more intact and more frequently 

than the forelimb regions. On the other hand, the Bronze Age detritus suggests a 

predominance of "foot" bones were being discarded, with far fewer of the other 
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anatomical regions represented. In addition, statistical analysis suggests that the variation 

found visually is in fact signiflcantly different (X^ = 13.2; df s 5; P = 0.05). 

Weathering 

"Over time, the surfaces of bones crack and peel in response to daily fluctuations 

in temperature, moisture, and sunlight" and careful analysis of these patterns of 

weathering can "provide one line of evidence about the period of site formation" (Potts 

1988:48). Behrensmeyer (1978:153) defines weathering as "the process by which the 

original microscopic organic and inorganic components of a bone are separated from each 

other and destroyed by physical and chemical agents operating on the bone in situ, either 

on the surface or within the soil zone." She found that bone had a tendency to 

disintegrate after only 6-15 years of exposure to weather (Behrensmeyer 1978; see also 

Potts 1986). Lyman and Fox (1989:298) in a critique of Behrensmeyer's work, correctly 

point out that her weathering study did not take into account "the magnitude of seasonal 

changes in weather and durations of seasons." In addition, the "moisture content, 

temperature, and nature and texture of the sediment on which a bone lies may also be 

important" (Lyman and Fox 1989:298). 

Though there are a few minor problems with weathering analysis, most 

researchers would agree that "the rate at which these changes in bone surface occur is 

known within broad limits" (Potts 1988:48). In addition, even though examination of 

weathering stages cannot give us "absolute time" it can "establish relative duration and 

repetition of occupation" of the site (Gifford 1981:418). In general, it can be said that 
\ 

differences in weathering between the Neolithic and Bronze Age are suggestive of 

variation in intensity of discard behaviour. That is, a greater percentage of more heavily 
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Figure 6.13. FIsli %NISP counts for unweathered and 
weathered bones; broken down by cultural level. 
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Rgure 6.14. Terrestrial mammal %NISP counts for 
unweathered and weathered bones; broken 
down by cultural level. 
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weathered bones suggests the faunal remains were subject to the various natural 

environmental processes for a longer period of time. 

For this part NISP counts were used (as defined in chapter four). As discussed in 

chapter two a stage 0 or 1 indicates very little weathering damage on the bones, while 

stage 4 implies the bones were practically falling apart in one's hand (based on criteria 

found in Behrensmeyer 1978 and Lyman 1994a). Because weathering of the faunal 

remains from the Bronze Age middens from the previous zooarchaeological analysis was 
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Taftfe 6.11. NISP counts of unvfeattwed and weathemd dassesTor 
both fish and terrestrial mammals broken down by cultural level. 

Weathering was not analyzed for the fish vertabrae, and rays. 

Fauna Unit unweathered weathered 
fish Neolithic 1897 431 

Bronze Age 103 55 

land mammals Neolithic 594 173 
Bronze Age 255 146 

Table 6.12. Weathering %NISP was calculated by determining 
what proporUon of the whole assemblage was made up by 

unweathered or weathered spea'mens. The function was to 
remove the effect ofsarr̂ fle size in comparing dj/fferent sized 

weathering dass 
Fauna Wrjtf unweathered weathered 
fish Neolithic 81.48% 18.52 

Bronze Age 64.78 35.22 

land mammals Neolithic 77.44 22.56 
Bronze Age 63.59 36.41 

not studied (D.G. An, personal communication 1995), only the Bronze Age faunal 

remains from the 1995-96 project were utilized in the comparison with the Neolithic. 

Even though five weathering classes were used for this analysis, because the sample sizes 

were not comparable the weathering stages were collapsed into two major categories: 

stages 0 and 1 represented by "unweathered" and stages 2-4 by "weathered." The latter 

category simply represents specimens that showed evidence of more advanced stages of 

weathering. Behrensmeyer (1978:153) and Gifford (1981:417) both postulate that fish 

bones weather differently from terrestrial mammal elements. Accordingly, different 

weathering scales were employed (chapter two) and in this section fish and terrestrial 

mammal detritus were analyzed separately. 
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The results of the analysis showed that clear differences existed between the two 

cultural periods. During the Neolithic the faunal remains had a tendency to be covered by 

sediment and other refuse more regularly and quickly, which resulted in a smaller 

percentage of more heavily weathered faunal specimens (Figure 6.13-14; data from 

Tables 6.11-12). This is evident from both the terrestrial mammalian and Hsh NISP 

counts from the Bronze Age. Qii-square analysis indicates that the difference between 

the two cultural periods for both fish and terrestrial mammal weathered specimens is 

statistically signifrcant (fish: = 24.96, df s 1, P s 0.001; terrestrial mammals: = 

2549, df s 1, P = 0.001). More intensive discard may suggest the Neolithic midden 

accumulated faster. 

Discussion 

Evidence suggests that even up until the Late Neolithic (ca. 1,500 B.C.) the 

Konam-ri inhabitants were still relying heavily on fish and wild game. In this study, 

taphonomic analysis of discarded faunal remains from Late Neolithic Konam-ri suggests 

that the inhabitants were intensively procuring fish and wild game. It is true that 

information on plant use is virtually nonexistent; thus, it is not possible to know the 

degree of dependence in fish and wild game in the total diet However, because they had 

the technology and capability during the Neolithic it should have been feasible that the 

Konam-ri inhabitants' subsistence strategy remain relatively unchanged into the Bronze 

Age. In other words, they should have been able to rely on fish and meat as heavily as, if 

not more heavily than, agricultural products, even during periods of seasonal stress Gate 

winter and early spring) when they could have subsisted on stored resources (e.g. fish). 

Assuming this is true, there must be a reason for the apparent change in subsistence 

strategies between the Neolithic and Bronze Age. 
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Analysis of the NISP counts per arbitrary level suggests a peak in procurement 

intensity, followed by declining numbers through time. If the population was increasing, 

then an increase in procurement intensity may suggest a need existed to procure more fish 

at that time. The change in large:small Hsh NISP ratio during the peak in exploitation 

reflects an increased utilization of small fish during that period. The declining numbers 

that followed may indicate either the inhabitants had overexploited their fish resources 

and/or were forced to change their subsistence strategies to something else. Similar 

results were drawn from analysis of the single discard events. 

Though the comparative analysis is preliminary in nature, subsistence patterns 

appear to have differed markedly in the Neolithic and Bronze Age. Variation existed in 

the composition of the single discard events from both cultural periods. In addition, 

differences in discard behaviour of terrestrial mammal detritus was found to be 

statistically significant. Through analysis of bone weathering, it appears that discard 

behaviour of fish and wild game remains was less intensive and regular during the Bronze 

Age. By the time the Bronze Age began Konam-ri peoples appear to have been relying 

more heavily on agricultural products. The shift in dependence may have been a result of 

maintaining similar population levels. Evidence of diminishing discard may also imply a 

decrease in population, which may be reflecting movement of people inland to Hnd better 

agricultural land. It is probably a combination of both. One important point is that as 

soon as the Bronze Age began, the Konam-ri population did not suddenly stop Hshing, 

hunting, and gathering and resort to agricultural production. It appears to have been more 

of a gradual change, beginning after the intensification of fish resources in the Late 

Neolithic. There are a number of additional conclusions that can be drawn from the 

analysis presented in this thesis, that will be discussed in more detail in chapter seven. 
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Endnotes 

1) In An's study (1991a) she was able to identify six species of birds, ranging in size from 

wild pigeon (Streptopelia orientalis) to kite (Milvus migranas lineatus). In this study 

bird bones were distinguished from the other animal specimens (i.e. pig, deer, fish, and 

rat), but due to the absence of a comparative collection, bird species were indeterminate. 

In addition, because there were not many bird bones in the Neolithic midden the 

specimens were grouped in one category. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion 

Rowley-Conwy (1983:112) found that the Ertebolle groups (Mesolithic sedentary 

hunter-gatherers from Northern Europe) could have subsisted at a single location year-

round because they would have had access to "several species of migratory mammals, 

birds, and fish" that "appear in places closely adjacent to one another-but at different 

times of the year." The Konam-ri inhabitants appear to have subsisted in similar fashion. 

An's (1991a) study suggests that they could have stayed at the site consuming flshed, 

hunted, and gathered resources for most of the year, and only during the late winter and 

early spring months would they have had to fmd another form of subsistence (see Table 

7.1). During periods of seasonal stress the Konam-ri inhabitants may have avoided the 

need to Hnd a different procurement strategy by storing fish and wild game. This would 

also help explain what allowed the Korean Neolithic peoples to become sedentary before 

the introduction of agriculture. 

Table 7.1. The annual subsistence model of Bronze Age Konam-ri inhabitants, as 
reconstructed by An (1991a:224). 

Subsistence Activity Month 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Hunting -
Plant gathering 
Shellfish gathering oysters -

others — — — — — — — — 
Rshing 
Fanning t}arley — 

rice 
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This change in subsistence appears to not only be evident from analysis of the 

Hshed and hunted detritus, but through study of some of the gathered products as well. A 

change in the procurement intensity of shellHsh appears to be coeval with the shift to 

farming. The shellfish uncovered in the Neolithic mound were a great deal smaller than 

those found in the Bronze Age middens (personal observation 1996). Intensive 

exploitation of shellfish has the potential of causing a decrease in size of the specimens 

(Waselkov 1987). At Konam-ri a decrease in the harvesting intensity may account for the 

apparent increase in size of shellfish from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age. Even though 

environmental factors may cause change in shellfish size (e.g. see Spenneman 1987), the 

Konam-ri environment spears to have remained relatively unchanged during the two 

occupation periods (An 1991a). 

One question that does arise from analyzing the fish remains from the Neolithic 

midden is, that if the inhabitants were storing fish and were sedentary, then why were so 

few fish vertebrae uncovered in the midden? One possible explanation may be that the 

fish vertebrae were being pulverized during intense processing (Butler 1990). However, 

without ethnogn^hic data on modem Korean fish processing strategies this is a difficult 

argument to build. Modem fish processing may differ because of the introduction of ice. 

That is, whole carcasses can now be stored without having to worry a great deal about the 

fish spoiling, solely because of the dependence on ice. 

The idea of pulverizing fish vertebrae begs another question. Why would the 

fishermen only process the vertebrae in this way? Ethnographic data suggests that fish 

heads contain high quantities of meat and oil. If heads were being processed then the 

high number of small structurally weak cranial elements would probably be more 

susceptible to destruction (Stewart 1991). However, evidence from Konam-ri suggests 
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that the fish cranial regions were simply discarded in the midden without undergoing 

intense processing (chapter five). 

Another possibility is that the Neolithic Konam-ri peoples were trading their 

excess fish to another site. Even though this explanation is an equally likely possibility, 

the paucity of coeval sites with fish remains makes this a question extremely difficult to 

answer. A third possibility may be they were discarding the fish detritus in another area, 

separate from shellfish. The dearth of shellfish would have hindered bone preservation in 

the acidic soil (Nelson 1993). This would also explain the absence of a Neolithic 

settlement found in the midden. That is, they were discarding the fish heads in the 

midden and then transporting the bodies to their dwellings and/or storage facilities, which 

probably was not that far away. This last explanation spears to be the most plausible. 

Seasonality studies indicate that sea bream (the most abundant fish species found 

in the middens), were being caught between May and early December (An 1991a, 1991b). 

However, if the Konam-ri inhabitants were storing their fish, this would have made their 

fish processing and consumption activities independent of the season when the fish were 

caught In other words, they had the potential to consume fish at almost any time of the 

year. In addition, evidence of complex fishing technology, such as bone fishhooks (An 

1993), may indicate that the Konam-ri inhabitants did not have to wait until the sea 

breams' spawning season (when the fish would be found closer to shore) to carry out 

fishing activities, but that they had the technology to venture farther out to sea to procure 

pisciformes. 

Indirect evidence of social complexity 

The development of delayed-retum systems [i.e. storage] from simpler 

antecedents is seen as the first step toward the complex, agriculmrally based 

adaptations we enjoy today (Chatters 1995:342). 
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Evidence of storage and sedentarism have been argued to indicate some degree of 

complexity. John Speth (1990:149) asserts that the term "egalitarian" indicates that if "all 

adult members participate in the networic of sharing, all must therefore be receiving 

portions of more or less equivalent nutritional worth." Intensive storage may indicate that 

all members of the group may not have been receiving equivalent portions for the amount 

of work he/she may have been doing. For instance, the leader may have been doing less 

woric, but still received equal or greater portions of the catch simply because he was in 

charge. Testart (1982:525) asserts that the factor most relevant "for the development of 

inequalities is not the presence or absence of agriculture, but the presence or absence of a 

storing economy, whether it be hunting-gathering or agricultural." Even though storage 

in and of itself "does not constitute intensification, it contains the seeds of intensification, 

which requires social and political action outside the productive unit to happen" (Ames 

1985:161). 

Renouf (1988:104) asserts that certain procurement strategies associated with 

fishing require a group effort (e.g. "the processing of large amounts of meat or fish"), and 

that "such undertakings have important implications for the organization of the local 

group suggesting a relatively complex association of people, and reinforcing the need for 

an authoritative Hgure." In situations such as large-scale fish processing, it is evident that 

a leader is needed, simply because someone has to say when, where, and how to process 

and store the fish. In addition, Yesner (1980:730) has argued that evidence of deep sea 

fishing and/or large sea mammal hunting is suggestive of more complex social 

organization, particularly because there is a need for a great deal of "cooperation among 

hunters [which leads to] elaborate systems of food distribution." Evidence of large sea 

mammal hunting in Neolithic Korea is found at Tongsamdong (Sample 1974). 
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Though it has been argued the Korean Neolithic was still egalitarian (Kim 1986; 

Ro 1992), sedentarism and storage during this period suggests that society may have been 

stratified. Rhee and Choi (1992:59) have recently argued that social complexity is clearly 

evident during the Neolithic due to "Qiulmun society's successful ad^tation to its 

ecosystem and established sedentism" (emphasis added). In addition, evidence of what 

has been interpreted to be a communal structure has been uncovered at the Neolithic site 

of Namkyong (Kim and Sok 1984: cited in Rhee and Qioi 1992). This building is not 

only the largest Neolithic structure found in northwest Korea, but over 12Q vessels, 12 

grinding stones, 5 stone axes, grain, and hearths were uncovered within the strocture's 

area also. This aggregation of material wealth has been argued to indicate that the 

structure was the home of a chiefly person, who may have practiced redistribution (Rhee 

and Choi 1992:59). 

Cohen (1981:290) notes that the appearance of interregional trade networks 

coincides with the beginning of enforced sedentarism. Konam-ri was not a "closed 

system." At Konam-ri definitive archaeological evidence of interregional trade appears in 

the Bronze Age middens, coeval with the increased reliance on rice agriculture. For 

instance, pottery sherds from Songgukni, a Bronze Age settlement site located inland 

have been found in the Bronze Age middens at Konam-ri. Before the advent of the 

Bronze Age, it may be possible the Konam-ri inhabitants were trading some of their wild 

game and fish to inland sites in exchange for more permanent goods or items that may not 

turn up in the archaeological record (e.g. wives [or husbands]). However, this thesis is 

focused on reconstructing the subsistence strategies of the Konam-ri peoples. 

Accordingly, it is difficult reconstmcting the interrelationships Konam-ri may have had 

with coeval inland sites, particularly because none of the latter localities have yielded 

faunal remains. 
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Conclusion 
...cultural responses [to stress] include changes in subsistence, including 

intensifled use of marginal resources.... and shifts in settlement patterns.... 

ultimately, this may lead to total changes in diet or abandonment of habitats 

(Yesner 1994:154). 

The model discussed in chapter one posited that sedentarism and storage may lead 

to population increase, which in turn could cause intensification of the resource base. 

This may be followed by overexploitation of Hsh and wild game (as discussed in chapter 

one). Diminishing returns from fish and wild game procurement may cause a change in 

subsistence strategies. At Konam-ri this is what appears to have happened. Analysis 

suggests that intensification and overexploitation of Hsh and wild game at Konam-ri may 

have forced the inhabitants to change their subsistence strategies from one that relied 

heavily on fish and wild game to one that depended on a more labor intensive, but 

potentially higher yield producing product: rice. This is apparent, not only from variation 

in numbers of discarded fish remains through time during the Neolithic, but also marked 

variation found among the Bronze Age and Neolithic faunal detritus. 

In the beginning of this thesis it was stated that the processual "why" would be 

addressed (i.e. "why did rice agriculture take hold in Korea, not just Konam-ri?"). When 

attempting to build an argument for regional change in subsistence strategies, it is clear 

that using faunal data from just one site is difficult, if not impossible, particularly when 

some of the interpretations are preliminary in nature. However, coeval with this change 

in procurement design at Konam-ri, other sites along the west coast of the Korean 

Peninsula apparently were abandoned, with the people moving inland (J.S. Kim, personal 
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communication 1996; see also Nelson 1993). It is possible the change in subsistence 

strategy may be the direct cause leading to the abandonment of the coastal areas. Nelson 

(in press) has postulated that the change in settlement pattern may have been because the 

increased reliance on rice forced the Late Neolithic/Bronze Age peoples to find better 

agricultural land. Thus, it would appear that during this transitional stage a major change 

in subsistence strategies took place along most of the Korean Peninsula's west coast, and 

not just at Konam-ri. 

As argued in chapter one, people do not just begin cultivating rice because they 

have "discovered a good thing." There is usually a good reason for the move to a more 

labor-intensive subsistence strategy. The model formed here is that increasing population 

pressure served to create an ecological vulnerability that forced the Konam-ri peoples to 

change their subsistence pattern. This model begins with the evidence for sedentism and 

storage in Neolithic Korea. It is clear that semi-subterranean dwellings and pottery do not 

always directly correlate with sedentism (e.g. see Edwards 1989 for his review of 

evidence of sedentism among the Natufian); however, in most cases it will. If the 

evidence for sedentism and storage in Neolithic Korea is weaker than assumed in this 

thesis, problems with other stages in the model may arise. As discussed in chapter one, 

one of the reasons for population increase, following a change to residential stability, may 

be the increased access to softer foods (i.e. cultivated products). Thus, during the 

Neolithic the decrease in faunal remains through time may actually be reflecting an 

increased dependence on secondary and tertiary products (i.e. millet cultivation). 

Accordingly, the change in subsistence from relying on fish and wild game to agriculture 

may be seen as a process, beginning in the Neolithic, rather than an abrupt change at the 

Neolithic/Bronze Age transitional stage. 
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Because research like this does not receive a great deal of attention in Korea, this 

analysis should be seen as a pilot study. Though there may be unforeseen complications 

with these interpretations, this study hopefully serves to lay the foundation for one 

possible explanation for the regional shift in subsistence strategies of peoples living along 

the west coast of the Korean Peninsula during the Neolithic and Bronze Age. As it is 

probably true that the change in subsistence cannot be accounted for by one, and only one 

cause, this study will hopefully raise more questions as to other (somewhat peripheral) 

reasons for the change (e.g. social complexity, beginning of political instability inland, 

advent of warfare, etc.). Future research should be directed towards conducting more 

detailed faunal analyses of other Neolithic and Bronze Age coastal sites on the Korean 

Peninsula, particularly to see if intensification, overexploitation, and a heavier 

dependence on secondary and tertiary resources occurred in other areas coeval with 

Konam-ri. 
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APPENDIX A. UST OF ANATOMICAL LANDMARKS FROM LAND MAMMALS 
The landmarks are listed in no particular ortier. For the elements that are not listed (0.g. 

phalanx) distal, mki-shafl, and/or proximal designatk>ns were used. 
Sketetal element Landmark Skeletal element Landmark 

rib 

vertebrate 

sacrum 

innominate 

scapula 

tibia 

head 
neck 

tubercle 
costal angle 

body 
sternal extremity 

spinous process 
anterior tubercle 
posterior tubercle 

transverse process 
body 

vertebral arch 
superior articular process 

sacral canal 
sacral tuberosity 

body of ilium 
acetabular fossa 
body of ischium 

acetabulum 
greater sciatic notch 

iliac crest 
superior pubic ramus 

ischî  ramus 
inferior pubic ramus 

glenoid cavity 
neck 

lateral border 
inferior angle 
medial border 
superior border 

coracoid process 
acromion 

lateral condyle 
tuberosity 

medial con^e 
shaft 

fibular notch 
medial malleolus 
lateral malleolus 

humerus 

ulna 

radius 

femur 

head 
greater tubercle 

neck 
nutrient foramen 
deltoid tuberosity 
posterior surface 
olecranon fossa 

trochlea 
coronoid fossa 

medial epicondyle 
lateral condyle 

olecranon process 
coranoid process 
ulnar tuberosity 

radial notch 
nutrient foramen 

head 
styloid process 

head 
neck 

radial tuberosity 
nutrient foramen 
anterior margin 

ridge 
styloid process 

head 
neck 

greater trochanter 
lesser trochanter 

linea aspera 
nutrient foramen 

medial epicondyle 
lateral epicondî e 
medial condyle 
lateral cond]̂ e 

intercondylar fossa 
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APPENDIX B. SKELETAL ELEMENTS FOUND IN A TYPICAL HSH (from Butler 
1990:42) 

Element 0 Elements/ineSvkkial Element # Elenwnts/individual 

Cranial Cranial (continued) 
angular 2 pterosphenoid 2 

basioccipital 1 pterotic 2 
basisphenoid 1 quadrate 2 

ceratohyal 2 sphenotic 2 
dentary 2 suboperde 2 

ectopterygoid 2 supraethmoid 1 
epihyal 2 supraoodpital 1 
epiotic 2 urohyal 1 

exoccipitai 2 vomer 1 
frontal 2 

hyomandibula 2 Paired fins 
hypohyal, upper 2 cleithnjm 2 
hypohyal, lower 2 coracoid 2 

interopercle 2 mesocoracoid 2 
lingual plate 1 pectoral fin ray 2 

maxilla 2 postcleithrum 4 
mesopterygoid 2 posttemporal 2 

opercle 2 scapula 2 
opisthotic 2 supradeithrum 2 

otolith (sagitta) 2 basipterygium 2 
palatine 2 

parasphenoid 1 Vertebral column 
prefrontal 2 vertebrae 36 
premaxilla 2 caudal bony plate 2 
preopercle 2 hypur̂  2 

prootic 2 

*The vertebrae firom Konam-ri were grouped into one major type and the number 36 (the 
number of vertebrae for Lateolabrax japonicus) was used. In Butler's (1990) dissertation 
she divided the salmonid vertebrae down into four major groups. 



APPENDIX C RAW NBP COUNTS FOR SINGLE DISCARD EVENTS 

Single Discard 
Event Number Depth ArbHrarv Level NISP 

avt 49 a 158 
eac 40 a 19 
eai 44 a 12 
ebi 45 a 13 
ebq 48 a 10 

aaj 53 b 10 
abt 57 b 24 
eck 50 b 15 
ecs 52 b 10 
edq 52 b 14 
edx 54 b 52 
eej 53 b 21 
ejr 53 b 15 

emo 55 b 55 

agp 65 c 52 
agq 65 c 30 
abu 60 c 11 
abz 60 c 11 
aca 68 c 16 
adu 65 c 14 
aec 66 c 21 
aem 67 c 13 
afk 64 c 10 
asf 60 c 65 
asg 60 c 38 
aub 62 c 87 
auy 68 c 102 
egf 66 c 17 
egn 63 c 18 
egq 68 c 12 
eke 64 c 11 

enb 70 d 41 
end 70 d 143 
enj 70 d 438 
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APPENDIX C RAW NISP COUNTS FOR SINGLE DISCARD EVENTS 
(CONTINUED) 

Single Discard 
Event Number Depth Arbitrary Level NISP 

ehn 77 d 31 
egy 76 d 25 
aut 70 d 706 
afn 72 d 54 
adq 71 d 21 
ais 75 d 115 
ait 75 d 21 
aiu 77 d 36 
aix 77 d 107 
aiy 77 d 130 
aiz 77 d 37 
aja 78 d 47 
ahy 79 d 55 
ahz 77 d 34 
aia 75 d 22 
aid 75 d 26 
afs 70 d 77 

aii 81 e 34 
alw 80 e 13 
akd 80 e 50 
aid 82 e 19 
ale 82 e 23 
alf 82 e 19 
ase 85 e 112 
ehd 80 e 10 
ehq 85 e 52 
ehr 82 e 11 
ehz 89 e 10 
ejf 82 e 32 
ei(t 88 e 10 

ani 93 f 58 
ejb 91 f 14 

anx 108 g 26 

aoo 115 h 38 
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APPENDIX D. NUMBER OF SKELETAL ELEMENTS TYPICALLY FOUND IN A 
DEER SKELETON (From Stincr 1994:244) 

Element # of elements/indivfdual 
hom/antler 2 
mandible 2 

skull 1 
atlas 1 
axis 1 

cervical vertebrae 5 
ttioradc vertebrae 13 
lumbar vertebrae 7 
sacral vertebrae 1 

innominate 2 
rib 26 

scapula 2 
humerus 2 
radius 2 
ulna 2 

metacarpal 2 
femur 2 
tibia 2 

calcaneum 2 
astragalus 2 
metatarsal 2 
1st phalanx 8 
2nd phalanx 8 
3rd phalanx 8 
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